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ABSTRACT 
Web-based sale and purchase is the buying and selling of goods and services 
on the Internet, especially the World Wide Web. It makes purchasing easier for 
customer. However, it wil1 cost a corporation a lot of money to build up a dynamic e- 
commerce website. To overcome this issue, a web-based sale and purchase is 
developed to create web page to selling the corporation 's products. The proposed 
project offers a web-based service to let suppliers put their products to sell online. In 
the meantime, this allows the customers to have more choices in same products and 
enables to compare the prices in the same web page. 
It includes online product catalogue, online ordering system, backend 
management and database. The dynamic database is hooked up to the existing back- 
end system for order fulfillment (front-end) and member registration pr ce (front- 
end). 
The aim of this project - Online Product Catalogue and Ordering System 
(OPCOS) is to develop and design the e-commerce application for a pr duct 
catalogue, shopping cart and ordering system. This pr ject al define the 
objectives, scope, problems and tools to use that should be identified before the 
development of this system. 
Several research and case study had done to d asse ment and review ab ut 
the system. Waterfall Model with prototyping i u cd a of th' 
proposed project. Three-tier client/server architecture will be implcm ut ·d t m d ·I 
the system architecture. In addition, nline Product aralo 111c and rd ·rin • 
) is planned t be developed y u in 1 I Iypertc t r pr ·, r PHF nd 
Apache Web erver n the Microsotl Window 200 , er v ·r platfonu utilivin 1 
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database created using MySQL. The system design is dynamic and supporting 
concurrent users to interact with the system over Internet. 
Finally, the intended Online Product Catalogue and Ordering System 
(OPCOS) should able to produce the web pages that allow users to do online 
shopping and order their desired products. A database also has to be implemented for 
storing data that would be retrieved for display and captured from users. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
Web based Sales And Purchase System (WBSP) 
Web based sales and purchase system (WBSP) is an essential part of e- 
commerce solution. From its inception, WBSP had included the handling of 
purchase transactions and funds transfer over computer networks. 
As e-commerce grows, more and more people are enjoying the convenience 
of online shopping. Imagine, for example, if a young mother needs to buy an item, 
she should bring along her children and battle the traffic, noise, and queues. Jn the 
other way, she could log on to the Internet at home, order what she wants and have it 
home delivered. Therefore, we find that nowadays a lot of company involve 
themselves in developing an e-commerce project. 
Unfortunately, many e-commerce solutions are highly complex and 
expensive to set up. And if your storefront isn't sophisticated, it is difficu It to attract 
and keep customers. Therefore, this project is being developed to overcome the 
problem faced in the conventional e-commerce business models. This project will 
offer web-based services to let company put their own pr duct includinu all f'thc 
elements that they would expect in a store such as shopping carts and credit card 
processing. It makes electronic commerce easier than ever. ompany can si in up 
online and quickly put their products on line lo sell. Be idc ', it als ·11 ables th 
corporation to widen its sale covera ze and tap new market y pr vidin ' n d n 1111i • ·- 
commerce web page for rhe company 1 sellinu their own pr du ·1 •. Jn th, m · 1111i111 • 
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this allows the customers to have more choices in same products and enables to 
compare the prices in the same web page. 
The web based sales and purchase packages are included: 
._ Order of products through on-line form 
._ Online purchase 
~ User-friendly ordering 
.. Online Catalogue Search 
._ E-shopping with medium-sized catalog of items (20 - 50 items) 
._ Credit card processing 
._ Secure server 
When visitors register as a member of this package, they will get the benefit 
above. At the same time, this project also included a user-friendly set up wizard 
administration to keep track the records of customers and suppliers profile and allow 
customers to administer their products. 
The development of this project is decomposed into three major subsystem 
modules, which comprises the Online Product Catalogue and Ordering ystem 
(OPCOS), Administrative Management and Financial Management. Thi pr [cct i 
emphasized Online Product Catalogue and Orderin y tem Un
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1.2 Online Product Catalogue and Ordering System 
(OPCOS) 
I am going to develop OPCOS that is one of the main module in this Web- 
based sales and purchase project. OPCOS is web-based electronic commerce 
ordering system developed for a shopping store. It allows customers to order 
products over the Internet. Companies can display descriptions and pictures of 
products to help customers determine which products they want to purchase. 
Basically, the OPCOS can be divided into 2 sections: Customer Section (Front-end 
model) and Administrator Section (Back end model). 
The front-end model is what many people know about e-commerce. The 
front-end combines transaction processing, security and information st rage t 
enable merchant to seJI their product on the web. This is a ba ic form of e-commerce 
where the buyer and the seller interact directly. It is designed to function as an online 
catalogue, which displays all the products available at the web page. It makes the 
customer easy to navigate through the catalogue of products and ultimately make a 
purchase. Beside the system also provides images to help the customer under tand 
what is being offered. Users can browse all the related products available in the t re 
or search on certain products by using search engine provided by the y tern. 
Besides, the system will provide a registration system to the new vi it r wh 
wish to register themselves as a member via the Internet and a I iin y t m f r 
authorized members to shop online. sers arc all wed to chan ic th ·it' pttSs\ rd a 
their desire. Moreover, the system will also enable e i tin ' members t updnt · th i 
own profile and check their order. Furthermore, the shoppin • curt s . 1 ·m ~ ill k · •p 
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track of users ordering information and enable users to manipulate their orders. This 
order-processing technology allows customers to accumulate items they wish to buy 
as they continue to shop at the next time visit. After completing the product 
selection, users may enter checkout page which the customer is presented with a list 
of the goods marked for purchase, the total cost, shipping and so on. 
For the back-end model, OPCOS will establish another different website for 
the system administrator. As in this section, administrators are granted to access the 
system to manipulate administrator profile, customer profile, order records and keep 
track the suggestion from customer. 
1.3 Project Objectives 
The objectives of the proposed project are listed below: 
1111- To design and develop an interactive, user-friendly and reliable web ba ed 
commerce solution for the shopping store to promote and sell products to its 
customers. 
1111- Develop reliable and secure ordering services to the customers to purcha e 
the products being promoted on-line. 
1111- f mprove the convenience, accessibility and quality f interaction between 
suppliers and customers. 
1111- Enable administrator to maintain the system through the Internet. 
1111- To provide a comprehensive ordering system for the medium scale ho] pin ' 
sore to conduct their bu iness online. Normally only hu re hopptn ' tore v ill plan t 
conduct their business through the web. Now, medium t mall SCHlc . h 
will al o be able to promote and sell their product via the Jnt cruet. 
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.... Easy maintenance through the Store end site, the suppliers can be easily keep 
track and maintain customer profile, product information, order record and 
transaction of the day. 
.... Facilitate product search and comparison. 
1.4 Project Scope 
The scope of this project is narrowed down and focuses primarily on front- 
end and back-end. It is development of a system involving a client environment. This 
site must be able to provide for all stages of a user's buying experience. The basic 
flow that the site must provide is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
Front-end is basically an electronic commerce web site that cater for 
business-to-business transaction. 
The scope or features of the front-end is as follow: 
I. Registration for new members. 
2. Logging in and logging out as customer. 
3. Allow existing member to login into the system and update his or her 
own profile. 
4. Categories and product search 
5. View products and description 
6. Shopping cart 
7. Checkout 
8. ompany profile 
9. Sugge tion 
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User Log In 
User clicks on 
~dverW; ement• 
User checks out b11Slret 
U set odds product in 
basket 
other sites 
Figure 1.1: Web Site Basic Flow. 
Back-end will aJJow system administrator to access and maintain the 
database. Facilities provided in this section are: 
1. Maintaining and viewing customer's profile 
2. Maintaining and viewing order's profile 
3. Keep track the feedback or suggestion from customer 
1.5 Project Limitations 
There are some limitations in this suggested system due to the limited 
companies that provide the complete web based sales and purchase in the Malaysia. 
1. Currency and language selection are not available. Malaysia Ring 'll MYR 
and English language are used as the system default. 
2. Site information like site wide setting, ite wide c lor, ite wide f nts and 
column layout can't modify regularly becau e template ettin for web . ire is 11 t 
available in this sy tern. 
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1.6 Strengths 
The OPCOS can be accomplished with these strengths as listed below: 
~ The information displayed would be well organized and displayed 
systematically. User can retrieve the related information efficiently. 
~ The web page that including many images and graphic design can be retrieved 
and shown in web sites very fast. 
~ The database can be easily updated especially the ordering and customer 
information, because of the data can be captured directly into the database when 
customer submit the form in the web. 
~ The data of customer, ordering record and suggestion from customer can be 
updated and maintained by the administrator time to time. 
~ Security issue is in emphasis because the users need to be authenticated as a 
member of the system before they can add the item into shopping cart. 
~ The ordering system will be user friendly, systematic, tidy and easily understood 
by any users. 
1. 7 Project Schedule 
A project schedule is planned as a guideline to manage the time and ta k 
need to be accomplished. Jn order to reduce inherent uncertainty in determines the 
time estimations, the expected time of all the activities will be e timated 
optimistically. The project tirneline is as shown: 
7 
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1.8 Report Layout 
The purpose of this layout is to give an overview of the major phases involved during 
development of the project. Below is the report layout. 
Chapter l Introduction 
This chapter gives an overview of the major phases of the project that 
incJudes the objective, project overview, project scope and project schedule. 
Chapter 2 Literature Review 
This chapter gives brief explanation on topics researched and studies that are 
relevant to this project. It is the combination between literature search and literature 
review. Among the discuss topics are operating system. Web development 
technology and database management. Besides that, this chapter al o make, a study 
on exiting web-based sale and purchase in the market. 
hapter 3 MethodolOb'Y 
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This chapter will explain the methodology, which has been chosen to develop 
this project. Besides, the methods to find the information will discuss in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 System Analysis 
This chapter emphasizes on the analysis of the project's functional 
requirements and non-functional requirements. It explains how the requirements for 
this project were acquired and the result of the analysis. 
Chapter 5 System Design 
This chapter explains the conceptual and technical design of the system. It 
covers the structure chart, data flow diagram, database design and interface design. 
There are three chapters in Part 2 
Chapter 6 System Implementation 
Under the specified design and development-operating environment, and in 
accordance to the designed blueprints, the system is developed. Following that, the 
system is implemented in the usual environment using real-time data. This i 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 7 System Testing 
The approaches for debugging and testing of the ystem are de cri ed h re. 
The objectives, both achieved and unachieved, are outlined and the pr po al of 
future work is considered. 
Chapter 8 System Evaluation 
The problems faced and the solutions taken durin t the d v ·lopm ·nt p 1 • I 
are highlighted. F llowing the c nclu ion on the finish d s .1 m, th· str n th. and 
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limitations of the final product are confirmed. A proposal for future enhancement is 
forwarded here. 
At the end of the report, an overall conclusion based on the project development 
proposal is provided. 
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2. t Introduction 
Review of literature is a background study about the knowledge and the 
information gained to develop this project. The purpose of this review of literature is to 
get a better understanding on the development tools that can be used to develop a project 
and also to get a better knowledge on the development methodologies used while 
developing a project. 
Apart from that, the review of literature al o enables the developer to d 
comparison on the past-developed projects and study the strengths and weakness fit. It 
will also provide an overview of how to improve the weakness and fulfil the 
requirements needed. 
Besides that, reviews on the some exiting web-based sale and purchase al 
been carried out. This review plus additional literature reviews are explained in thi 
chapter. 
2.2 Project Definition 
Web based means applications, which run on the We or on lnternet-ba cd 
networks such as an Intranet. Meanwhile, sales is defines as selling or being .old 
something and purchase is buying something. [Prof Sir Randolph uirk ( 19 2 I 
Web-based sale and purchase (WB P) provides the capabilit f bu in> and 
selling products and information on the Internet and oth ·r onlin · . ' i is. WI , P 
endeavours t impr ve the execution of business transaction· o ·1 arious 11 ·t\ orks 
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Transactions are exchanges that occur when one economic entity sells a product 
or services to another entity. A transaction takes place when a product or service 1 
transferred across a technologically separable interface that links a consumer (client) 
with a procedure (server). 
Online Transaction 
Buyer 
• Digital products 
- Services 
• Information 
Seller 
• Digital data 
• Product/Services 
Information Flow 
J 
Payment Flow 
Figure 2.1 Buyer/ Seller Transactions IR, Kalakota & Andrew ( 199 7) / 
2.3 Electronic Commerce 
2.3. l Overview 
lectronic Commerce (E- omrncrce) i about tting businc on the Internet, 
allowing visitors to access website, and go through a virtual catalogue of ornpan 
products/ services online. -Cornmerce is doing business through el ectronic media. Jt 
means using simple, fast and low-co t electronic communications to transa t, ' ithout 
face-to-face meeting between the two parties or the tran action. Now, it L main I done 
through Internet and ·lectronic [ ata inter ·hang<.: (1~1)1 . This 'O .rs a ,. id ranuc ) 
activities, from u ing clcctroni · mail (email) and hl·TP S, thou ih t Int iru ·t l 1:-; I 
I. 
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sales and transactions and web based marketing. It is a new way of doing business, 
which will supersede many traditional commercial relationships. 
Lntemet shopping is already beginning to eclipse more traditional modes 
' 
according to research done the Christmas season of 1999, which found higher 
satisfaction rates for shopping online than it did for shopping at a brick-and mortar 
store or through a catalogue. To figure out just how fast the Internet economy is 
growing, the Centre for Research in Electronic Commerce at the University of Texas at 
Austin conducted a study of over 2000 Internet companies. rt found explosive growth 
from $322 billion in 1998 to $524 billion in 1999, a 68 percent increase. The fastest 
growing sector was e-commerce, which skyrocketed by 72 percent from $99.8 billion 
to $171.5 billion. According to researchers' estimates, over 50,000 companies make 
some or all of their money online. By 2002, over a trillion dollar in revenue will be 
generated through the I nternet. I Deitel, 20011 
A recent report, !:"-commerce - Beyond 2000, predicted that: [Report,2000] 
-$- The number of people in Australia who regularly browse the Internet will 
grow from I. 7 million in 1998 to 5.7 million in 2003. 
-$- Internet based commerce in Australia will gr w fr m $ l million 111 
1997 to $1.3 billion in 200 I; and 
-$- The net effect or e-commerce on th' J\u stralian .conom .ould add 
2.7% to the national output and enhanc • · >n. umption l 
the 11 ·xt de ad ·. 
I 0 l ilhon o ·1 
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When a visitor wants to buy something he/she likes, they can "add" it to their 
virtual shopping basket Items in the virtual shopping basket can be added or deleted 
' 
and have virtual checkout counter, which has complete total, and will ask for customer's 
name, address method of payment (usually via credit card) and so on. Once customer 
entered all this information (which by the way is being transmitted securely) you can 
then just wait for delivery. 
In short, by implementing E-Commerce, you save money, are online 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week, no traffic jams, shopping crowds, carrying overloaded heavy 
shopping bags and so on. 
2.3.2 Types of Electronic Commerce 
Electronic Commerce is best understood by looking al who is talking to 
whom and what technology they are using. Using this definition there are four 
fundamental types of e-Commerce: [e-commerce, 2002] 
I. Person-to-person 
It includes telephone, fax and e-mail. The important f r this t pe 
of communication is that the data is unstructured and provides Ile i ilit . 
However, if data has to be processed, then it is nece sary to re-kc it into 
a computer, which lakes an op rater time, introduc '. dcla and th· 
possibility f entry error. 
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2. Computer-to-computer 
It includes Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) transmissions, as 
well as smart cards and barcodc data. 
3. Person-to-computer 
lt includes electronic forms and the f nternet, and also Interactive 
Voice Response (IVR) to telephone services. 
4. Computer-to-person 
It includes computer-generated faxes, e-mail and paper mail. 
Although the data in these messages is sourced from a computer data a e 
and is sent automatically, the end result is that it must be in a form, which 
is understandable to a person who will read and act upon it. 
2.3.3 Benefit of Electronic Commerce 
Jectronic Commerce can provide the following benefits to seller and 
buyer: [Commerce, 200 I] 
Seller 
• Red uccd osts - Reduced labour, reduced p· per redu ed rrors 111 
keying in data and so on. 
Reduced Time - Shorter lead time', fa tcr dclivc r produ t. • 
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• Flexibility with Efficiency - The ability to handle complex situations, 
product ranges and customer profiles without the situation becoming 
unmanageable. 
• Enhanced Long Term Trading Partner Relationships - Improved 
communication between trading partners leads to enhance long-term 
relationships. 
• New Markets - The Internet has the potential to expand business into 
wider geographical locations. However, it is necessary to develop the 
appropriate production capacity and distribution channels to support 
market demands generated by promoting business to a larger 
marketplace. 
• Lock in Customers - The closer seller to their customer and the more 
their work with them to change from normal business practice to best 
practice Electronic Commerce, the harder it is for a competitor to up et 
customer relationship. 
Buyer 
• More convenient - Buyer can shop on the web 24 hours a day and even 
days a week. 
Access to products from around the world - If bu er Ii es in a rural 
area, there may not be a wide variety f tor' nearb . Th · 
buyer access to products from around the w rid. 
• 
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• Electronic payment can be easier to audit and monitor - Compare to 
payment made by cheque, which can help protect against fraud and theft 
losses. 
2.3.4 History of e-commerce 
E-Commerce was first developed in the 1960s, with such innovations a 
electronic fund transfers (EFT). But, the extent of the applications was limited to 
financial institutions, large corporations and a few small businesses that dare to take the 
risk. 
Then with the introduction of Electronic Data Interchange ( _.. 1), it wa 
expanded from financial transactions to manufacturers, retailer , services and o on. 
Many other applications followed, ranging from stock trading to travel reservau n 
systems. 
With the commercialization of the Internet in the early I 990s and its rapid 
growth to millions of potential customer, the term electronic commerce wa c ined and 
electronic commerce applications expanded rapidly. There were everal oruributions 
factors to the rapid expansion of the technology such as the development of netw rks, 
protocols, software and specifications. The other reason wa the increa e in competition 
and other business pressures. 
2.3.S Future of Electronic omm irce, 
In 1997, about $I 0 billion worth or busin 'SS·lo-bu. i11' s trunsa tt )fl ire 
conducted over the Internet. I used on Forr ·st •1 R ·s .ur ·h Pr .ss sc 
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(www.forrester.com) dated 25 July 2001 [Retail, 2001] total US spending on online 
sales decreased from $3.9 billion in May to $3.2 billion in June 200 I due to the 
slowdown in the economy in US. The number of households shopping on line dropped to 
13.1 million in June 2001 from 14.8 million in May 2001. Consumers spent an average 
of$245 per person in June 2001, compared with $265 in May 2001. 
SS,.- 
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of Monthly Online Sales between the 
year 2000 and 2001 in the US market. [Retail, 2001/ 
Although current economy ts facing a slow down, F rrestcr Re earch, Inc 
forecasted that Worldwide Net commerce, both Business-to- usrnes and usin ss-t - 
Consumer electronic commerce will hit $6.8 trillion in 2004. North America rcpre nt a 
majority of this trade, but its dominance will fade, as me Asian-Pa ific and We tern 
European countries hit hyper growth over the next two year . 
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Figure 2.3 Worldwide E-commerce Growth/ lnternet, 200 I/ 
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2.4 Basic Knowledge About Shopping Ca rt 
2.4.1 Overview 
Shopping cart is an important aspect of the online store. Internet business with a 
Shopping Cart is the e-commerce solution for marketing products on the World Wide 
Web. 
A shopping cart is a small application that maintains a list of a web shopper's 
selections and can be viewed and modified at any time. 
2.4.2 How The Shopping Cart Function 
The ways a cart keeps tracks and tend the items are differ from implementation 
to implementation. It might be tracked for a single session or per i t from scs ·ion to 
session. The cart can be created on a specific computer or be acccs iblc from many 
computers. 
Shopping cart application can interface with other applications, like an order 
system, an inventory system, or general Web maintenance and d es not implement 
functionality itself [Shopping cart basic, UnknownJ 
' ,_ 
Ir •.1•··r <1 Y '1 
S ·~tnn1 .... / 
----- - -- ---- - ' 
r) r ~. f 
Pr (:~ :~ir ·~ 
- --""" -- - /~ -- - 
./ 
,r 
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c. t 
.~·· 
,··;' --- ------ --- \ \/(" > I • • I'.•'.,. . 11 t t • • • t I 
r ;., 1 lt}rT''' • 
A.I I J() • j' • .; 
\ 
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Figure2.4: Shopping cart int irface wtth otlt tr application 
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2.4 Review Of Other Web-based System 
A research was done to find vanous exiting web-based sales and purchase 
system available on the Internet. Objective to conduct this research is to enable the 
developer to have an insight of the strengths and weakness of the exiting web site. 
Through this way, the developer will get an idea of how to improve the project and fulfil 
the requirements needed. 
Among lots of web-based sales and purchase found on the Internet, the following 
web sites were chosen to discuss. 
2.5.1 Amazon.com 
URL: www.amazon.com 
~ '·:~· .'. 'i 
j fie .Eli Y:- F1voi~e• lool~ _l:l~b _ . _ . 
I -~ - ·. - -~ - ·- ... ~ ~ I ·~ L!J ·~ I ..j· .J _1 Back r,,,..,,.d Stop Aelrcth Home Sea_c:h • FllVO/i:! History M.. PrW'I Edi Obcuu 
j:_A-~-:-dr-_e-s_~'1~=-·=~=1p:='!:;...=_=......,=_=.:,=· =~=e- /obodo:::;:-;;;;;s/=:=1==:lb=1t/home:--"=:lhomc:;='7:htni/:-7.:':104-:::;-56=;;;-:11:;:520-~00535~1;;-o ---- -~:J ~Go [Lmks .. 
BROWSE • 
~ 
If••, dy I 
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Calling all collectors! Visit Collectors at To srus.com--our new home for all 
the hottest collectibles. 
SEAltCH : i<'ll Sign In to get ersonalized 
019-'\~ 
:1A11Ptoduds ::J' recomm_!!r:W~tlof!S. New customer? Start K tch n 111 (1!tl l'I' 
II C1) here. SALE · 11t 11\1·.• • .1, ., 
I. -- ------·-·-- 
: FedtU1 ,d 
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Beaut 
Figure 2.5: Captur •d S .r • n of Amazon. ·om Hom P~tgc 
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Amazon.com is the most popular online bookseller. The company has rapidly 
become one of the world's largest online retailers. Amazon.com offers millions of 
products to more than 17 million customers in 160 countries. In first few years, 
Amazon.com served as a mail-order book retailer. Now, their line of products has 
expanded to include music, videos, DVDs, electronic cards, consumer electronics, 
hardware, tools, beauty items and toys. Amazon.com is able to leverage the Internet's 
capabilities in reducing costs that other "physical" bookstore. incur. or example, 
Amazon.com in almost no direct warehousing, sales or rental costs for books becau e its 
automated order processing links the buyer directly to the wholesalers, who ship bo k 
from the warehouses directly to the buyers [Kambil, 19971. 
To buy the product at Amazon.com, the visitor can find the b ok by u ing the 
Search Book in the top-left corner of the home page. elect the Hooks in the nr .h 
Box, and then type the title of the book into the window. It will take visitor directly t 
the product page for the book. Select Add to shopping cart on the t p-right comer f 
the page when want to purchase the item. The information will be proce ed by 
shopping cart technology and displays a list of the products, which ha e pla cd 111 
shopping cart before that. The system also available the opti n to change the quantit C 
each item, remove an item from shopping cart, check out r c ntinue hoppin 1• 
When visitor are ready to place their order, he or she pr · ·d t he ut. I\ a 
first visitor, he or she will be invited to fill out a per onal idcntificati n form and al ·o 
asked to enter a password that can acces to hopping .a a '<Un f r all future 
tran action. nee vi .itor confirm the inf rmation, isuo .nn pla ic th ·i1 I ·1 
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Amazon.com also provides 1-ClicksM system for customer to reuse previously 
entered payment and shipping information to place an order with just one click of the 
mouse. [Deitel, 20011 
Analysis: 
The strengths about this e-commerce site are: 
1.Amazon.com uses a database on the server side that allows customers on the client 
side to search for products in the variety of ways. This extensive database makes it 
possible to cross-reference products. For example, a novel may be listed under various 
categories, including fiction, best sellers and recommended titles. 
2.Amazoo.com operates on secure servers that will protect customer's personal 
information. When customer placed their products through Amazon.corn, they ju t 
need to use last 5 digits of the credit cards number and later complete the rder by 
calling Amazon's customer Services Department to provide the remaining number •. 
3.Amazon.com provides the discount to customers but in the hand charges a fee for 
shipping. It offers shipping options from fast to fastest. 
4.Amazon.com always sends out holiday gifts like mouse pad via snail mail t attract 
more visitors buy products through their web site. 
5.Amazon.com provides complete related informati n about the nline clling product . 
For example, users who like to order a particular book. The s stem will displa a full 
description about the book and even the reviews of the book by ome exp rt . 
The weaknesses of this site are: 
I .The web pages arc too crowed with too man frame an I nu i ration I ar lispla .d 011 it. 
2.Many promotional offer is being di. pla d 011 th' •b 'it 'S. It ill muk us ts h u It ) 
locate their desired information wh .n thc first isit to th· .itcs 
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3. The login page is hard to find. 
eBay™ 
u RL: http://www.ebay.com/ 
2.5.2 
One of the successful methods of e-commerce is an online auction. The leading 
company in this business is eBayTM (Figure 2.6). The successful onlinc auctions house 
has its roots in a 50-year-old novelty item -Pez H candy dispensers. Linda Omidyar, an 
avid collector of Pez dispensers, came up with the idea of trading them vcr the Internet. 
When she expressed this idea to her boyfriend, Pierre Omidyar (now her husband), he 
was instantly strunk with the soon-to-be-famous e-business auction concept. Jn 1995, the 
Omidyar created a company called Auction Web. The company was renamed eBay and 
has since become the premier online auction house, with as many as 4 million unique 
auctions in progress and 450,000 new items added each day. 
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On eBay, people can buy and sell just about anything. The company will correct 
a submission fee plus a percentage of the sale amount. The submission fee is based on 
exposure of the item. It will be required higher fee if want item to be listed on the eBay 
home page under Featured Items. Products also can list in a boldface font but it will 
require a small additional charge. 
The auction process begins when the seller posts a description of the item for 
sale and fills in the appropriate registration information. The seller must specify a 
minimum opening bid. If potential buyers feel this price is too high, the item may not 
receive any bids. If a successful bid is made, the seller and buyer negotiate the shipping 
details, warranty and other particulars. eBay serves as a liaison between the arties, 
which is interface for buyers and sellers conduct their business. eBay does not maintain 
a costly physical inventory or deal with shipping, handling or ther crvices that 
business such as Amazon and other retailers must provide. 
Analysis: 
The strengths about this e-commerce site are: 
I .It has a simple interface, which cases user navigati n becau e u er is n t o upied 
with too much of information or advertisements on a single page. 
2.ft provides helps, which provides answers for users' frequently as ed quc ti ns. 
3.eBay has spawned a number of new businesse that use the itc as thci mean of' 
selling products. 
4. rt has a site map that provides easier navigati n in the site. 
5.lt provides real-live advice from the compan a istan .c. The us· 'ust 111 ·I. tu till 111 
their particular and submit it. ln a short while th· ·om~ an ·. 'isl 111 • will ·111i 11p th· 
user to provide any information thnt th· us ·r n · .d ·. 
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The weaknesses of this site arc: 
I .It provides only normal search for its products and no advanced searching capabilities 
is provided. 
2.Users need to click the dropdown or scroll down a lengthy page list to view product 
categories. 
3.Intricate registration because customer need to fill out many form. 
2.4.3 Staples.com 
URL: http://www.staples.com 
Staples.com (http://www.staples.com) is a company that sells products ranging 
from office supplies, furniture, and technologies gadgets to business services . 
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Analvsis: 
The strengths about this e-commerce site are: 
I. It provides fast search capability by allowing user to search a product by its item 
number or product keyword (Figure 2.8). A handy search form appears right on the 
home page, minimizing the number of links that customers have to click before they 
can make a purchase. 
Enter Item No. below·. 
I 1 
Qty: 
j 1 D-elwery Date t:fJD 
----------·---------· 
( View All ~ ] 
Figure 2. 8: Keyword and Item Search Capability in Staples. om web site. 
2.It provides an easy and automated approval proces ·, which saves time. elow i: th· 
process cycle for approval. 
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. Authorized user or ers 
• 
wth Staple.$link.com. 
'·' A,~ .. , 
5. Staples 
delivers 
order. 
3. Approved order 
goes to Staples. 
2. Stapleslink.oom send 
v , -,,. order to administrator 
i'=y .J for approval . 
' ·, 
4. Order re ared for deliver . 
Figure 2.9: Process Cycle/or Approval at Staples.com 
3. User can easily check their order status history, which includes viewing of all 
recent orders placed, shipped, delivered or returned. 
4. It recommends related products to user when a user adds a product t the cart. 
5. It provides profiling capability allowing user the set their wn profit in rder to 
enable user to view their preferred product catalogues. 
The weaknesses of this site are: 
I.User interface is too crowded with information that could compli ate u ·r na i ration. Un
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Some well-known local company, which provide web-based sale and purchase are: 
2.5.4 Mollymole 
URL: http://www.mollymole.com 
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Figure 2.10 Captured of Mollymole Home Page 
Mollymole is a web site with a number of categorie . It al pr ide 
consumers with shopping cart capabilities. Through Mollymole, con umer an 
link to a variety of online stores adding items to their Mollymole hoppin 1 .art. 
To participate, a consumer click on the shopping cart link at th top of 
Mollymole's home page. 
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Analysis: 
The strengths about this e-commerce site are: 
1.Mollymole ordering system provides secure ordering system and quality service to 
the users. The system design is user friendly, systematic, tidy and easily understood by 
any users. It is a reliable and well-developed e-commerce business solution. 
2. When customer ready to check out, consumers can purchase all their item through 
Mollymole rather than moving from store to store. 
3.Shopping cart technology greatly reduces the time needed to make an online purchase 
by limiting the number of registration and billing forms. 
The weaknesses of this site are: 
I. Users can be confused when they want to log in to the system bccau the site doe n t 
provide the log in panel when the new users first visit to the sites. 
2. Search engine for the products is not provided in web page. 
3.The prices of the products are only displayed after a number of ire linking. 
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2.5.5 Sungeiway.com 
URL : http://www.sungeiway.com 
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Figure 2.11 Captured of Sungeiway.com Home Page 
Sungeiway.com e-commerce web site promote all the software and hardware 
available in company. The web site provides user-friendly interfaces and many other. 
related information about computer to the user . 
Analysis: 
The strengths about this e-commerce site are: 
I. Shopping cart system enables users t perform all th shoppin , .art fun ·11011 
develo cd by the 'hopping mall. 
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2. It has a simple interface. This w111 not confuse the users when they first visit to 
this web site. 
3. Special promotion. Web page displays the special promotion for certain products 
available in the company. 
The weaknesses of this site are: 
1. Users can be confused when they want to log in to the system because the site 
does not provide the log in panel when the new users first visit to the sites. 
2. The layout of the web site is not systematic. 
3. Too many words in the web page. 
4. The price of the product is hard to find. ft displays after several linking page. 
2.5.6 Crazyshop.com 
URL: http://shop.emasonline.com 
CrazyShop.com is a company that offers various categories. M st f the produ l 
sold are casual apparel and business gifts for office wear, trade show , de tronic and 
computer. The system was developed using Intershop technology t gether with advance 
e-commerce technology. 
Visitor must register with the site when decide to make the order. Aft ·r r 1i ter 
as member, he or she may begin searching for products within man .raz . h I . ·0111 
Stores. 
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Figure 2.12 Captured of CrazyS/wp.com Home Page 
Analysis: 
The strengths about this e-commerce site arc: 
1. Customer can search for a product by selecting a category, conducting a keyword 
search or visiting one of the Featured Stores. Customer al o can carch the tat· 
which offer the product. 
2. The web page also provides gift registration, hot pr duct and What' clling 
Now. 
3. rt provides a pop-up window when the u er click for inf rmati n regarding the 
company. This help to eliminate the need for user l cli .k the ba butt n h in 
Fini hcd brow ing the cornpan 's information. Th' us ·1 ust n ice .los ·th 
company's information wind w when ·om1 I ired. 
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The weaknesses of this site are: 
I. Although many category of product provide in this web site but when category is 
selected, most of them cannot display the products. In addition, some of the 
products did not offer in certain state will also display in web site. This will 
make customer confuse. 
2. The products been promoted on the web are not sufficient to fulfil consumer's 
need. 
2.6 Web Client I Server Architecture 
Client/server may be used on LANs, WANs and the web. While client requc t 
services such as database access and printing, server will responsibility to process the 
client's request. 
2.6.l Two-tier Client/Server Architecture 
A two-tier model involves only client and server. All communication take place 
between the client on the Internet and server at the other end. n the basic level, thi 
architecture involves the Graphical User Interface ( UI) and bu inc logic dir ti 
accessing the database. Usually, the GUl is written in Ianguag s like , Vi ual Ba ic 
or Power Builder. The database system typically are Mier n. Ac c tu, Appr a h 
or Sybase SQL anywhere. 
2.6.2 The Benefit and Limitation Of 2-Tier Ar .hitcctur •s 
In 2-ticr lieut/server . items, the appli ation lo 1i · 1:; · 1th ·1 I un · im;i I· thl' 
user interface on the client or within the daiaba: ' n th· s ·r r, It · ·n Is . )I,, fil • 
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system calls or HTTP commands over a network to the server. 2-tier uses stored 
procedures to off-load some of the processing to the server side. Instead of sending SQL 
requests across the network, stored procedures let you invoke a function that runs within 
a database. 
2-tier is great for creating applications using visual builder tools. Typically, there 
are departmental applications, such as decision support and small-scale groupwarc, or 
simple Web-based applications. But as successful departmental applications started to 
roll out, architects began to depend on 2-tier for mission-critical applications. 
Applications that worked perfectly well in prototypes and small installations fell apart 
when put into large-scale production. It becomes not mission-critical. onsequently, 
applications rollouts were delayed. Projects went over budget to create workarounds. 
Independent software vendors' products reached architectural barriers to growth. 
2.6.3Three-tier Client/Server Architecture 
3-tier is the new growth area for client/server computing because it meet the 
requirements of large-scale Internet and intranct client/ crvcr applicati ns. -ticr 
applications are easier to manage and deploy on the network. In addition, -ticr 
applications minimize network interchanges by creating ab tract level r servi e . -tier 
substitutes a few server calls for many S L qucric and update , 'O it 1 crforms mu Ii 
better than 2-tier. It also provides better security by n t e ing the databa ·.. hema lo 
the client and by enabling more fine-grained authorization on the. er r. 
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SOI. File: Sr-rver HTIP nrotocol« 
Graphical 
user Interface 
A 2-tier Client/Server application 
Tierl Tier 2 
Application 
Graphical 
User 
rnte[face 
RPCs, Conversations, Queus, 
Pub I ish-and-Subscribe, 
Broadcasts, Object invocations 
A 3-Ticr Client/ erver Application Ar .hitc ·tur 
Tier 2 
Database (or 
other 
resource 
managers) 
Tier 3 
Database 
(or other 
re ourcc 
rnanaacr: 
Figure 2.1 J: 2-ti r and J-li tr tieiu/s rv tr App/I ation re/tit 'turt: 
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2. 7 Operating System 
2.7.1 Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
Windows 2000 Server is a product of Microsoft Corporation. It is a multipurpose 
operating system for business of all sizes. It provides services that enable the user to 
build and deploy servers more quickly. With its feature 'Configure Your Server' wizard, 
it significantly reduces the time it takes to build a server and reduces the likelihood of 
error. Windows 2000 Server allows easier network configuration with its support on 
plug and play network adapters. Furthermore, it provides services that manage the trust 
relationships between domains in organization, and it provides automated replication 
and local caching of DNS and DHCP information o that the network is robust and 
responsive fWindows, 2001]. 
Windows 2000 Server provides powcrf ul management crvice through 
infrastructure enhancements such as the Active Directory service, as well as tools built 
on the infrastructure, such as IntelliMirror management technologies. Windows 2000 
Server delivers powerful, comprehensive management services to better manage ervcr 
networks and Windows-based desktops, including Group Policy, Wind ws Management 
Instrumentation (WMI), Windows Script lost (W H) and Mier s ft Management 
Console (MMC). But still stability of the operating is still a main c nccrn. Users still 
face "blue screen of death" hewing the system hangs. 
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Table 2.1: System Requirements/or Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
Minimum System Requirements 
Computer/Processor 133 MHz or higher Pentium-compatible CPU 
Memory 256 megabytes (MB) of RAM recommended minimum [128 MB 
minimum supported; 4 gigabytes (GB) maximum] 
Hard Disk 2 GB hard disk with a minimum of l .O GB free space. (Additional 
free hard disk space is required if you are installing over a 
network.) 
CPU Support Windows 2000 Server supports up to four CPUs on one machine 
2.7.2 UNIX 
UNIX is a popular operating system that traditionally used on minicomputer . 
UNIX is now available on personal computer and the busines community has started to 
choose it for its openness. [Tania H. Gottschalk ( 1996)] 
UNIX like any other operating system is a layer between the hardware and 
application that run on the computer. It has functions that manage the hardware and 
functions that manage the executing application. Besides that NIX include the 
traditional operating components. 
One of the greatest strength of UNJX is the con istent wa in which it tr ats files. 
It is very easy for the users to work with files because users no need to learn pe ial 
commands. 
2.7.3 Microsoft Window 98 
Windows 8 (called "Memphis" durin 1 de •lopm nt and Ir· i us] ·ull ·I 
"Windows 97" based on an earlier schedul ·) is a wid I install ·d I odu ·t in Mi ·r s ll 's 
evoluti n or the Windows op ratinu s SI m for p .rs nal .cmput 'IS, In 98 • 
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Microsoft's Internet Explorer is an integral part of the operating system. Using the 
Active Desktop of Windows 98, you can view and access desktop objects that reside on 
the World Wide Web as well as local files and applications. The Windows 98 desktop is, 
in fact, a Web page with HTML links and features that exploit Microsoft's ActiveX 
control. [Window, 200 I] 
2.8 Web Server 
2.8.l Apache Web Server 
Apache server is a powerful and flexible web server. It is compliant with 
HTTP/I. I and implements the latest protocols, including HTTP/I. 1 (RFC2616). Apache 
web server is highly configurable as it is in open source code and extensible with third- 
party modules and can be customised by writing 'module ' using the Apache module 
APL Moreover, it provides full source code and comes with an unre trictive license. 
Apache web server runs on Windows NT/9x, Netware 5.x, 12, and most 
versions of Unix, as well as several other operating systems. The web erver i actively 
being developed and encourages user feedback through new ideas, bug report and 
patches. The features of Apache web server includes DBM databa e f r authentication 
customisable responses to errors and problems, multiple ircctorylndcx directive and 
unlimited flexible URL rewriting and alia ing. It i · compatible' with Window' 2 00, 
NT Linux NcwWare 5.0 (with ervicc Pack 5), 5.1 (with ervi e Pa· , ' NI I l 
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2.8.2 Microsoft Internet Information Server (V.5.0) 
Internet Information Services 5.0 (IIS) is the Windows 2000 Web service that 
makes it easy to publish information on the intranet for the Internet. It is completely 
integrated with Windows NT Directory Services and includes Crystal Reports, a visual 
reporting tool. 
Internet Information Server 5.0 has many new features to enables user to create a 
scalable and flexible web applications. It allows administrators to configure servers, 
sites, virtual directories, subdirectories and files individually. It also includes crash 
protection that allows users to run multiple applications reliably. Moreover II includes 
tools to analyse and manage web server content and supports multiple web sited on one 
IP address [llS, 2001]. 
2.9 Web database 
2.9.1 Oracle 9i Database 
Oracle 9i Database is the latest database product from racle rporation. It 
provides transparent application scalability by sharing cluster-wide ca he for 
coordinated data access. It also includes business intelligence capabiliu s. With i open 
framework, programmatic access, centralized management, and multi-channel delivery 
of Internet services can be provided to users. 
Besides that, Oracle 9i database is designed with integrated manageabilit that 
creates a complete business view fall component powering c-busine ·s pro· ssin . /\..' 
any other database software in the market raclc 9i pro id ·s multipl · la .rs ors· nu it 
to prevent any unauthorized acce to the databa .c. ilh l NI 
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and Windows NT [Oracle, 200 I]. But, the cost of the Oracle software is more expensive 
compared to other database software. 
2.9.2 Microsoft SQL 2000 
Microsoft SQL 2000 is an enterprise-level database and is the latest ver ·ion of 
Microsoft SQL 7. It is enhanced with Extensible Markup Language (XML) support that 
enables data return in XML and also enables XML be used to insert, update, and delete 
values in the database. SQL Server 2000 supports enhancements to distributed 
partitioned views that allow users to partition tables horizontally across multiple servers. 
Its full-text search includes change tracking and image filtering. 
ln the security point of view, SQL Server 2000 uses Kerberos to support mutual 
authentication between the client and the server, as well as the ability to pass the ecurity 
credentials of a client between computers, so that work on a remote erver can proceed 
using the credentials of the impersonated client. [ L,2000]. 
Table 2.2: System Requirements for Microsoft SQL 2000 
System Requirements 
Compatibility 
Windows NT Server 4.0 with SP5+, Windows NT 
Server 4.0 nterprise dition with P5 , Window 
2000 Advanced erver, Window 2000 atacenter 
Server 
Networks supported 
AppleTalk; Banyan/Vines; Novell Net Warn; 
T P/IP; Windows NT 4.0 
Technologies licnt-: crvcr 
Minimum RAM recommended 128 MB 
Minimum RAM required 64 MB 
Di k pace 
9 -270 M 
installation) 
Additional hardware/software required 
4 I 
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processor; Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 or later; 
CD-ROM drive; VGA or higher resolution 
monitor 
2.9.3 MySQL 
MySQL is an open source relational database management system (RDBMS) 
that uses Structured Query Language (SQL), the most popular language for adding, 
accessing, and processing data in a database. Because it is open source, anyone can 
download MySQL and tailor it to their needs in accordance with the general public 
license. MySQL is noted mainly for its speed, reliability, and flexibility. 
The MySQL relational database system was first released in January 1998. It is 
fully multi-threaded using kernel threads, provides application program interfaces 
(APis) for C, C+ , Eiffel, Java, Perl, PHP, Python, and Tel, allows for many c lumn 
types, and offers full operator and function support in the S L T and WH R part of 
queries. MySQL currently runs on the Linux, UNIX, and Windows platforms. 
2.10 Server-side scripting 
2.10.l PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) 
PHP is a programming language created to enable Web dcvel per t quick! 
create dynamic Web application. PHP is a script language and interpreter that i frecl 
available. Uni ike ASP or old Fusion, PH P is pen- source an ro -platf rm. Pl IP run· 
on Windows NI' and many nix versions, and it can be built as an /\pa ih · modul · und 
a binary that can run as a I. Pl lP runs on the webs ·1 ·r not in ·l hro , s •r 
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It is an HTML-embedded programming language syntactically similar to , Perl 
and Java. This might prove a barrier to people with no prior programming experience, 
but if they have a background in either language then they might be able to use PHP 
easily. 
2.10.2 Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Active Server Pages (ASP) is Microsoft-developed technology for building 
dynamic web content. ASP communicates between clients and web servers via I !TIP 
protocol of the World Wide Web. It is normally in the form of a HTML document to 
display in the browser. It can be other format such as images and binary data I A P, 
1999]. 
Active Server Pages utilizes VB cript and Java cript as its web scripting 
language. Normally, Active Server Pages will differentiate between client-side scripting 
and server-side scripting. Active Server Pages includes several modern tc hnologics 
such as Advanced Data Connector (ADC) that provides client database acccs , AcuvcX 
Database Objects (ADO) that enables dynamic connection f data in databa: · to web 
pages. 
2.10.3 Java Server Pages 
Java Server Pages allows web developer and de igncr t rapidl d • lop and 
easily maintain, information-rich, dynamic web pages that leverage c cistin 1 busin .ss 
systems. As part of the Java family, Java erver Pages enable ra id de ·101111 mt or 
web-based applications that arc platform ind .pendcnt. 
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Together, JSP technology provides an attractive alternative to other types of 
dynamic web scripting/programming that offers platform independence, enhanced 
performance, separation of logic from display, ease of administration, extensibility into 
the enterprise and most importantly, ease of use [JSP, 2002). 
2.11 Client-side scripting 
2.11.1 Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is the set of markup symbols or code 
inserted in a file intended for display on a World Wide Web browser page. The markup 
tells the Web browser how to display a Web page's words and image· for the user. ,ach 
individual markup code is referred to as an element (but many people also refer to it a a 
tag. Some elements come in pairs that indicate when some display ffc t is to begin and 
when it is to end. 
HTML is a formal Recommendation by the World Wide Web onsortium 
(W3C) and is generally adhered to by the major browsers, Microsoft's Internet xplorer 
and Netscape's Navigator, which also provide some additi nal non- tandard odes. 
2.11.2 JavaScript 
JavaScript is an interpreted programming or ript language fr m Netscape. It is 
somewhat similar in capability to Microsoft's Vi ual Basic. In ten .ral, s ript lun iua ics 
are easier and fa ter to code in than the more stru tured and ompil er Ian 'LIO ) ·s su ih as 
and 1-+. cript languages generally take Ion icr to pro· 'SS than · >1111 ti· I lun •un s, 
but arc very uscf ul for shorter pr grams. 
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2.12 Other Development Tools 
2.12.1 EditPlus Text Editor 
EditPlus is an Internet-ready 32-bit text editor, HTML editor and programmer's 
editor for Windows. While it can serve as a good replacement for Notepad, it also offers 
many powerful features for Web page authors and programmers. [EditPlus, 2002] 
2.13 Chapter Summary 
All the researches were done to gain information for developing this project. 
Most of the information discussed above was obtained from the Internet. This 
information covers development methodologies, web development to Is, exiting 
web-based system and others. 
For the development methodologies, research focuses mainly on three 
development models - waterfall with prototyping model, prototyping model and 
System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). ach model has it own feature, which arc 
different from the others. The development model that has been cho en for thi 
project is mentioned in the following chapter (Chapter 3- Methodology). 
The information gathered on development software f r this r was 
analyzed. All the information gathered for developments ftwarc wa brained from 
the different sources. The software chosen for this project is al o mentioned in the 
chapter 4-analysis. 
The exiting web-ba ed sales and pur hasc has gi 'n a iuid .lin · for th· 
development of this project. 
/\II the information gained from thi. Iii ·ratur · t • 
and efficiently for the development of thi · proje t. 
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Chapter 3 METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Fact Finding Techniques 
A system is a regularly interacting or independent group of elements forming a 
unified whole. Thus, a system is a collection of related parts treated as a unit where its 
components interact. Therefore, different systems can be developed in different ways. 
To develop a system, a lot of information need to be gathered about the sy tern itself, the 
procedures involved to develop the system and the methodologies used to develop the 
system. All this information can be obtained from various sources [Silver, 19891. 
There are several systematic and structured fact finding techniques including 
sampling exiting documents and hard data, interviewing, observing, questionnaires, site 
visits and prototyping. 
A combination of these techniques is essential in order to fulfil the sy tern' 
purpose. Information gathering is required to know what is needed in a system. Reading 
about e-commerce, Internet research, interview, user surveying such a carry ut 
questionnaire, review of exiting systems on the web and other methods arc done in order 
to gather data and requirement for building the ustorncr ystem. 
3.1.1 Reading about E-commerce 
All the printed materials are approached from the point of iew of this 
which involves journals, books, encyclopaedia , handb k di ti naric and th .rs that 
contain relevant information. /\II the pcriodi .als w ·r~ obtain sd from th. Main Lib H of 
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University of Malaya, document room of Faculty of Computer Science and lnfonnation 
Technology, University of Malaya and National Library of Malaysia. 
One of the weaknesses is some of the contents in the printed materials are not 
updated. This will become a problem when answer to a question involving a recent 
event. 
3.1.2 Internet Research 
The information about E-commerce, ordering system and knowledge on Web 
development also collected through browsing the Web. Feedback from some Frequently 
Ask Questions (FAQ) sessions and joining the E-commerce related newsgroup will help 
to clear up misconceptions or erroneous. 
Many web sites were visited to get the information on things such as oft.ware to 
be used, exiting e-commerce sites and many other . The Internet search engine ha been 
used to search the information in clued Yahoo!, Lycos, Google and M N. Keyword that 
used in search engine in the Internet were web-based, sales and purchase, e-commerce 
and many more. Some of the sources came from the electronic books. 
Existing online system also help a lot in giving ideas and guidanc n the 
features of the system that is going to be developed. 
3.1.3 Interview 
An interview is defined as a meeting with a per on whose views arc requc sted 
(Ruse, 1989). Information-gathering interview i dire ted 11 crsation with a spe .ifi · 
purpose that uses a question and answ ·r format. In th' int ir i ., th opinions or the 
interviewee and his or her feeling. about the .urr ·nt stat· or th' , st ·111, or umizutiounl 
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and personal goals and informal procedures are required. Their opmrons may be 
important and more revealing that facts. (Kendall, 1998) 
3.1.4 User survey - Questionnaire 
Questionnaire is an information technique that allows the studying of attitudes, 
beliefs, behaviours and characteristic of the end users (Kendall & Kendall, 1999). It 
allows the analyst to collect information and opinions from respondents. 
3.1.5 Review of Exiting Systems 
After review of some exiting web-based sales and purchase in the Internet, it i 
found that a straightforward presentation of the information links, user-friendly and ea y 
to understand application web site is needed to build to attract the customers. 
Investigation and analyst of the exiting system available in the market is 
important. This is critical step at the project planning to dctennine the scope of the 
proposed system. The purpose to conduct this research is to ensure the proposed system 
will not carry and repeat the same weakness in the exiting application. 
From the research of this web site, author realizes that haven t any c mpany 111 
Malaysia provide facility of sales and purchase on line. Mo t f them are ju t provide the 
information and profile of the company, product and services. 
Studying from some exiting web ite, the de ign element and how the ar 
functioning will give author the idea to dcvel p thi project. 
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3.2 Data Collection Analysis 
3.2.1 Analysis of Questionnaire 
Author had chosen the shopping centre in Petaling Jaya to carry out this survey. 
From the 30 questionnaires that author has distributed, there are some missing data 
occurs in some of the questionnaire. The result of the analysis is presented in bar charts. 
3.2.1.l Analysis on respondents that had ever bought products/services through 
web site 
Table 3.1 Statistical Result 011 respondents that had ever bought products/services 
through web site 
Answer Total (x/30) Perccnta c 
(%1) 
Yes 7 2 .3 
No 23 76.7 
The statistics show that 76.7% of the respondents never b ught pr ducts/scrvi cs 
through web site and only 23.3% because online shopping is till new and n t popular in 
Malaysia. Even thought some of the company ha distributed the on line h pping to the 
users, but it still not common in Malaysia. 
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3.2.1.2 Analysis on products that respondents prefer to buy through web site 
-------------·r-·-- -··-------- ·---- 
Others 1----.---~ 
Sports 1------1 
Office Equipment t-----..· _ _.I 
Music ._ _ __,_.----T---....--'I 
Jewelry D 
Home&Gardeo 1-----.....---...----1 
Health&Beauty 1----...---.--- ...... 1
Toys&Games i------~;·-...---..----...--- ....... 1
Computers 1---·_.1 
Entertainment ._ _ __,_.- ---,.---....--'I 
Clothing 1----...---...----....---..-----1 
Cars I 
lo Product I 
Books I 
Electronic I 
Software ·- I 
Flowers&gifts 1----...-----1 
I 
0 5 10 30 
' 
15 20 25 
Figure 3. I Bar Chart For The Products That Respondents Prefer To Buy 
Through Web Site 
FigureJ.1 depicts bar chart shows product that re pondent pref r t bu 
through web site. From the chart, majority of the re pendent · pref ·r t bu b 
clothing, t y & games and electronic . I lowevcr, still ha ' ' In. r lh 'Ill Ir ·l'·r to l u 
software, cars, jewellery and other such a hous ·, ti 'k ·t or 111 > i and · > c 11. From th, 
bar chart above we know that the produ t, whi h with the hi ih pri · • is not I opulu 
o 
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3.2.2 Analysis of Interview 
3.2.2.1 Analysis of Interviewing Mr. Tony Choo 
An interview with Mr. Tony Choo, the department manager of the O'conncr had 
been carried out. He provided me the details of all kinds of products or services of his 
company. He agreed that a lot of time and money will be save if user may retrieve 
information of product through the web and buy them online. 
He hoped that the web site might come out as an attractive web site that 
providing the variety of goods. He believed that busy customers can save time and find 
shopping more convenient as merchants serve their needs individually. 
3.2.2.2 Analysis of Interviewing Twenty Passers-by In Kota Raya 
A random interview of twenty passers-by was conducted around Kota Raya. This 
place was chosen because this is a strategic location where people from all race and 
levels of income. 
From the twenty respondents, most of them said they never use Intern ~t to vi it 
any e-commerce web site. The reason is that if they want to buy good , th y will ju ·t g 
to shopping mall or shops. For those who had used the system, they upport the wed- 
based sales and purchase system can provide them better information an gr ·atcr 
selection. 
Most of the passers-by agreed that it will save their time and o t if th ·r · ur • n 
website that provide buying variety goods onlin ·. Th· f atur ·' the " ml id in s st •111 
are user-friendly and iasy to us an I und ·1 stun I 
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3.3 Process Model 
The waterfall model with prototyping (Figure 3.2) is implemented to develop the 
Customer System. 
Re qiar emerus Analysu 
System Design 
Pm gram De S18Jl 
Coding 
Unit and Integrauon 
Tes· 
System Testing 
Acceptance Testing 
Oper l.lon nd 
Ma.mt.en nc e 
Figure 3.2: The Waterfall Model with Prototyping. 
The phases for customer system development are as follow: 
• Requirements Analysis 
Jn order to fulfil the system's purpose, the features of the sy tern are aptured in 
this process. The requirements can be divided into two main atcgori is, whi 'h ar • th· 
functional and non-functional requirement. The re 1uir .m ·111 ·1 · ·ifi .ution lo urn int, 
which will Specify everything that the final ' tern ha. to pr lucc is I ptu ht'( of th' 
requirement phase and will be th" input to th· n ·xt phase 
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• System design. 
The process of transforming the problem into a solution, which then incorporated 
into the system. 
• Program Design. 
The process of transforming the system design into a programmable structure 
such decomposing the system into several modules and transforms it into algorithm. 
• Prototyping 
This stage is important especially in developing a suitable user interface that 
meets the user requirements especially for the catalogue views. 
• Coding 
During this stage, the program design is realized as a set of programs codes. 
• Unit and Integration Testing. 
During this stage, each program unit or modules are tested independently. Then 
several modules are combined and tested to ensure integration. 
• System Testing. 
All the modules are combined to form the whole system and then it is tested in 
its actual or similar environment when the system is implemented. 
• Acceptance Testing. 
During this stage, the actual user is given the opp rtunity to u e the tern. The 
purpose is to enable the users to determine if the ystem really meets their need and 
expectations. 
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• Operation and Maintenance. 
The system is ready to be implemented. This includes training of users to use the 
system, system maintenance and enhancement to meet new requirements. 
There are several reasons for choosing the waterfall model with prototyping to 
model the system. There are: 
I. It presents comprehensives steps on what happens during the 
development circle. 
2. The simplicity of the waterfall model can make it easy to explain to end 
users who are not familiar with software development. 
3. With the integration of prototyping, it makes the requirement analysis, 
system design and program design much more accurate and easier to be captured 
and done. 
4. It easier to identify milestones. 
5. It presents a very high level view of what goes on during development. 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
The methodology used in this project i waterfall model with pr t t ping. This 
methodology is chosen becau e it is the suits mo t to the development environment of 
the system. 
f n this chapter, author al o discu sed the methods ar u: ·d to find th, 
information in order to fulfil the sy tern' purpo e. 
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Chapter 4 SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to get an overview of the system requirements, an intensive analysis 
is needed. System analysis and design is a systematic approach to identify problem , 
opportunities, objectives, analyzing the information flow and designing computerized 
information system to solve a problem. As information proliferates, a systematic, 
planned approach to the introduction, modification and maintenance of information 
system is essential (Kendall & Kendall, 1998). 
System analysis is the one of the important phase, which Iocu on 
understanding a system domain and the requirement. System analysis i conducted with 
the following objectives: 
~ Determine the functional requirement and n n-functional 
requirement for web-based sale and purchase. 
~ To determine the tools that will be u ed in web-ba cd al s and 
purchase. 
~ To determine the programming language, data asc and hardware 
needs of web-ba ed sales and purchase. 
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4.2 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirement is a function or feature that must be included in an 
information system to satisfy the business need and acceptable to the users. Basically, 
the functional requirement for Online Product Catalogue And Ordering System can be 
divided into 2 modules, which are front-end module and back-end module. 
4.2.1 Front-end Module 
4.2.1. t Authenticate Module 
The system provides most of the functionality of the login and logoff process. 
User verification will be based on user identification and password. ystem will allow 
authorized user, who has registered and a valid member of the system to login to the 
shopping cart. Member need to key in the appropriate user name and pas word to log in 
into the system and continue browsing through the web page to make order. After 
login, user can either add the new order to the shopping cart or continue the previ u 
transaction. Meanwhile if they are a new user to the system, user is invited to register as 
the member. 
4.2. l.2 Registration Module 
This module will enable new user or non-member t register with th· · rem 
when they interest to buy the product. The ystem will require u er t ·nl ·r their 
particular details, user I and pa word for security ontrol in f utur · and th· us 'r' 
information will be kept in the database to pro ess. 
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4.2. l.3 Customer Services Module 
This module is available to all users. It can be divided into three sub-module· 
' 
Customer Profile sub-module, Customer Orders sub-module and Suggestion sub- 
module. 
Customer Profile sub-module will enable authorized user to update his or her 
profile if any changes occur and to change their password as their desire. Database will 
be updated the particular user's information after user filled the customer updating form. 
The Customer Orders sub-module allows users to view a list of their orders and 
details of specific orders. When users enter the Customer Orders module, they are shown 
a list of their existing orders. 
In the suggestion system, user can give comment or suggestion by filling in the 
form in this module. When users submit the form, the data will ave into the database 
and comment will show out for all the users. 
4.2.1.4 Search Engine Module 
Search engine is another function that is provided by WB P ystcm. It provide 
an efficient, powerful and easy way to search desired product. This module will enable 
user to search for their desired products. All of the product under that atcgor will 
display after user choose the category they like from the dropdown Ii t. 
4.2. l.5 Shopping Carts Module 
nee the user has been successfully re ristcrcd on th • s st nu, th · 11 • t phus · of' 
the application will allow the u er to .clcct thei dcsir · Ir LI 'ls 1'1or11 Ill· St( r · . 
. 7 
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Shopping carts let shoppers simply click on a button to add a product to their cart, which 
can accumulate the items being chosen. 
The integrated Side Bar Shopping Cart is the feature of the system. lt allows 
customers to view the number of items in their shopping cart at any time during their 
shopping experience without having to leave the store itself. Users can save shopping 
cart so that they can return to the site and purchase the items at next visit to web site. 
When a user adds an item into the shopping cart, the product will be directed add to the 
shopping cart. . It is a small application that maintains a list of a web shopper's 
selections and can be viewed and modified at any time. 
When the shopping session is complete, the cart system will allow them to 
"checkout". Then a summary of complete order is displayed to the user. After displaying 
the summary, user is directed to purchase order page to enter their payment info. The 
user is given a confirmation that the order is received by e-mail and providing an order 
number to the user. Checkout is where all of the final element of the transaction arc 
handled. 
4.2.1. 7 Product Catalogue Module 
This module provides a mechanism for browsing and searching the category of 
the product. User is allowed to browse the sets of catalogues di played on screen. er 
can choose their desired category. After that the system will bring user to another page, 
which display all the products under that category. 
Be. ides that, product catalogue module enables to display produ 'l inf' r rn uion in 
detail when the user enquires it. Dunne the browsinu pr>' ·s ·. us ·r is allov ·I to a J I an 
item to the shopping cart whenever user. login into th ir shopping ·111t This nu lul ·, ill 
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provide all the products information in the business organization but for the purpose of 
this project, I will only concentrate on the some products. 
4.2.1 Back-end 
4.2.2.2 Order Module 
This module enables administrator to search, view and delete order records in the 
database. After administrator login to the system, he or she can view all of the order 
whether is new order, progress order or complete order. Besides, the system also can 
view and print the transaction of the day so that administrator can easily make the order 
from suppliers. 
4.2.2.2 Customer Module 
This module enables administrator to keep track with all the customers regi tcrcd 
to the web page. It is allowed to search, view and delete customer records in the 
database. After administrator login to the system, customer profile can be viewed and 
deleted from the customer records. The suppliers also can search or retrieved the 
customer detail dynamically. Once the user has been succe sfully regi tered on the 
system, he or she will receive an email from company to ensure the inf rmation is 
correct. It enables administrator to email customers during transacu n being d nc. 
4.2.2.3 Keep Track and Reply The Suggestion 
The administrators always need to keep track the sugge tion from 'U 'tom 'r. 'he 
uggestion will rive some ideas for the administrator so that th· .an urth ir im1 iro , 
the web . i te. 
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4.3 Non-Functional Requirement 
A non-functional requirement or constraint describes a restriction on the system 
that limits one choice for constructing a solution to the problem ( Pfleeger, 200 I) 
4.3.1 Correctness 
Correctness is the extent to which a program satisfies its specification and fulfils 
user 's requirements and objectives. 
4.3.2 Reliability 
The system will be developed in a way that is reliable and will not cau e any 
unnecessary failure at the overall operation. System will not cause any technical or 
costly failures when it is used in a reasonable manner. Any information displayed will be 
risk-free. 
4.3.J lJscr Friendly 
The system must be considered as an attractive and easy-to-use application 
with the provided user-friendly interface with window , Icon Menu and Pointing 
Device) feature. Icons and buttons will help the user to use the ystern with m re 
convenient. The back-end monitoring system should display err r mes age if invalid 
data input, invalid password or invalid transaction occur. 
4.3.4 Response Tine 
The data retrieval time should be considered ithin a r ·as inubl int •1 al tim •. 
/\II the desired information should be available to users •11 nn poinr in ljm •. The 
user should not be asked lo tolerate with slow r ispc ns · 1i111 '. 
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4.3.5 Expandability 
Expandability measures the capability of a system to be upgraded or enhanced in 
the future. It is important when an existing system needs enhancement to overcome 
the changes in environment and requirements. Expandability of a system also 
determines whether a system can be integrated with subsystem to increase its 
functionality. 
4.3.6 Security 
Security requirement place restriction on unauthorized access to data 
(information that a user is not supposed to have access to), unauthorized use of 
system, unauthorized modification of data and unauthorized system modification. 
Besides that, security also maintains a log of activities in the system. 
4.4 Client I Server Architecture 
A 2-tier and 3-tier client/server model is used to determine the capacitie 
and work responsibilities associated with the Internet and the World Wide Web 
or perhaps a LAN or WAN. The 3-tier web client/server architecture ha been 
chosen because it is more beneficial to electronic commerce. 
4.4. l Comparison Between 2-tier client/server and 3-tier client server 
Table 4.1: Two-Tier versus Three-tier Client/Server 
Security 
2-Tier -Ti •r 
Low (data-level security) High fine-tuned at the 
Encapsulation of data I .ow (data tables 
exposed) 
·Ii int in 
'•rvi · ·s or 111 •tho s) 
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- 
Performance Poor (many SQL Good (only services 
statements are sent over the requests and responses are 
network: selected data must sent between the client and 
be down-loaded for server.) 
analysis on the client) 
Scale Poor (limited management Excellent (concentrates 
of client communications . . sessions; mcormng can 
links) distribute loads across 
multiple servers) 
Application reuse Poor (monolithic Excellent (can reuse 
application on client) services and objects) 
Ease of development High Getting better 
Server-to-server No Yes (via server-side 
infrastructure middleware) 
Legacy application No Yes (via gateways 
integration encapsulated by services or 
objects) 
Internet support Poor xcellent 
Heterogeneous database No Yes 
support 
Rich communication No Yes 
choices 
Hardware architecture Limited (have a client and a Excellenr 
flexibility server) 
-- 
Availability Poor (can't fail over t a xcellent an r start the 
backup erver) middle tier 01111 on .nrs on 
other er er· 
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4.4.2 The Reason chooses 3-tier Web Client/server Architecture 
$ It has the capacity to track purchase/perferences and other market-related 
information that is not in HTML form. 
• 
$ Increased performance and reduced network traffic by replacing SQL requests 
with remote procedure calls. Reducing the number of messages the applications use 
is necessary to enable user access over wide area networks, like the Internet. 
$ Support for a variety of user interfaces by separating the user interface from the 
application. 
$ Upward scale by integrating a TP Monitor to funnel client requests, manage 
server loads and distribute the application across any number of servers. 
$ Better inter-application communication using publish and subscribe. 
4.5 Platform and Web Server Consideration 
4.5.2 Development Platform Consideration 
Development platform provides support for the other development to Is and 
programming languages. An operating system is software that performs basic tasks for 
the computer on which it resides. These tasks include running program , allocating 
computer resources such as memory and disk space to program and providing input and 
output services to devices connected to the computer. There are 2 development 
platforms had taken into consideration by the team members for the propos ·d WB P 
system, which are UNlX and Microsoft Window 2000 Server. 
For the development of WB P system, Microsoft Window 2000 irv r has 
been chosen as the operating sy tern in m project. 
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4.5.1.1 The Reason Chooses Microsoft Window 2000 Server 
$- It is complete powerful platform that provides server operating system. 
$- Microsoft Window 2000 Server is tightly integrated with the Window Exchange 
2000 server. 
$- It serves as a platform to publish and share information in a secure way over 
Internet and intranets. 
$- It provides services that enable the user to build and deploy servers m re 
quickly. 
$- With its feature 'Configure Your Server' wizard, it significantly reduces the 
time it takes to build a server and reduces the likelihood of error. 
$- Windows 2000 Server allows easier network configuration with its support on 
plug and play network adapters. 
4.5.2 Web Server 
Web server is a piece of software running on a computer that distributes Web 
pages to user on demand and provides an area in which to store and organize the page 
of a Web site. It runs all the time and waits for Web clients (such a xplorer or 
Navigator) to connect to it and request data. It use the client/server model and the 
World Wide Web's Hypertext Transfer Protocol (1 ITTP), serve the files that form W ·b 
pages to Web users (whose computers contain HTTP client that r rward th iir re iu us . 
For the development of WB P system, APA llE has been .ho en as lh · w •b 
server in my project. 
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4.5.2.1 The Reason Chooses APACHE Web Server 
-$- It is free to download, install and the source code is also available for no cost 
-$- It performs very efficiently. 
-$- It can run on many operating systems and the hardware that supports them. 
-$- It is open source. That means everyone uses it can access to the source code. 
-$- Currently, PHP is chosen for server-side scripting. Apache Web Server is 
chosen because it integrates easily with MySQL database to host PHP application. 
-$- PHP compiled faster in Apache. 
4.6 Web database 
Database is one of the most important elements in Online Product Catalogue and 
Ordering System because it will be used to store product information, customers' 
profile, ordering records, administrators' profiles and other related information. My L 
has been chosen as the web database in my project. 
4.6.1 The Reason Chooses My SQL web database 
-$- There are lots of PHP tools to manage and maintain My L data asc . The 
feature set is complete compared to other database . There are some very useful 
functions like mysql_insert_id and mysql_affected row , which ar not available 
for other database products. 
-$- It is scalability. My QL can handle an unlimited numb r r .imultancous 
users and 50 million records. 
$- It is ca 'Y to manage database management s st nn. 
) 
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$- Most Web sites serve thousands of Web pages a day, but perform fewer data 
updates. A typical data transaction is simple single table update for user logins or 
forum posts. So a database with speedy SELECTs and lousy INS RTs and 
UPDA TEs like MySQL is a good trade-off in this environment. 
4. 7 Server-side scripting 
From the result of analysis, PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) is the most suitable 
server-side scripting for this WBSP system. PHP is an application that runs on a web 
server. Therefore, Apache Web Server has been chosen because it integrates easily with 
MySQL database to host PHP application. Besides, PHP can compile faster in Apache. 
4.7.l Comparison Between PHP, JSP, ASP and CGI 
Table 4.2: Comparison Between PHP, JSP, ASP anti CG/ 
/ltttp:llwww.ebiz-intellect.comlpage.cf m?Ottumber=36 / 
I llPHP jj ColdFusion llASP llJSP l 
llCFML I[ VB Script, JScript jJava I 
Language In 
IPHP Page 
Windows 9x, NT, UNIX, 
Unix (Linux), Windows, Windows NT, 
other platforms Microsoft requires third- OS Platform MacOS, OS/2 Solaris, Linux Windows, Mac party ASP 
porting products OS, Linux - 
Apache only (version 3.0) llS, Netscape llS, Personal Any Web 
IPlaneUNetscape Enterprise Web Server server, 
Supported 
Enterprise Server (NSAPI), Server, (PWS), other including 
MS Internet Information Apache, servers with Apache, Web server Server (llS), Apache, Website Server third-party Netscape and 
Zeus, fhttpd, etc. (version (WSAPI), CGI products llS 
4.0) 
ODBC, OLE AnyO 
MySQL, rnSQL, ODBC, DB, 082, Any ODBC- - 
Supported Oracle, lnforrnix, Sybase, Oracle, compliant 
and JD C- 
cornpli nt Database etc. Inform ix, d t base 
Sybase, tc. d t b 
II Good _ 1r air 11 l j Portability jjPoor od 
I Scalability jjNO - jjGood lfGood JI I 
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Component 
INO 
I COM, CORSA, COM Java Beans, 
Support components Enterprise Java Beans Java Beans 
Leaming DMedium Medium (C, Perl) (VB Script, High (Java) curve Jscript) 
4.7.2 The Reason Chooses PUP 
-$- PHP is speed and robustness. PHP sites rarely, slow down the server because of 
the heavy loads. 
-$- PHP is free to download and install. It is open source. 
-$- PHP is database-friendly. It can connect to Sybase, MySQL, m QL, racle, 
Generic ODBC, PostgreSQL and many others 
-$- PHP provides session management function which very uscf ul for development 
e-commerce. 
-$- PHP provides support for accessing a wide range of database. 
-$- PHP can support services such as IMAP, POP3, NNTP and I ITTP. 
-$- PHP source is distributed; it can be compiled on man different platf rm 
including Linux, FreeBSD, and even Windows. 
4.8 Client-side scripting 
4.8.1 Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
HTML is used to define the tructure and to orne e tent, the la out and desi in 
of a Web page. In others word, IITM L i u .ed to d 'lcrmiw· how that 0111 ·nt will h • 
displayed. As for thi project, 1 ITML is used in file. tlu I Pl IP ·o le is .mb · Id .d in 
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standard HTML and then processed by the Apache web server to generate complete 
Web pages to be displayed in users' browsers. HTML is tag-based languages that 
usually have beginning and ending tags. 
4.8.1.1 The Reason Chooses Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
$- Its flexibility. The developers do not have to create difTerent HTML documents 
for different types of computer. 
$- Any computer that has a web browser installed can display web pages, including 
computers running a Unix, Window or Macintosh operating system. 
4.8.2 JavaScript 
As for this project, JavaScript code will be embedded in the HTML pages in the 
client-side interfaces to perform simple functions such as clearing form fields and make 
the client interfaces more presentable. Only simple Java cript coding will be includ d in 
the client-side scripting. 
4.8.2.1 The Reason chooses JavaScript 
JavaScript enables developers to create interactive web application . ven if the 
Internet connection is slow, it can speed up the response time bccau e the int raction 
does not need to involve the server but can take place in us r own brow er. Moreover, 
JavaScript has the capability to enhance user's interface and make it more "intelli > mt" 
and presentable. 
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4.9 Application Software 
4.9.2 Adobe Photoshop 
Adobe Photoshop has been chosen as the image-editing tool because it contains 
many powerful features such as layering and picture rendering utilities. lt provides 
easy to use shape and colour palettes. Using this graphic editor software, high quality 
graphic object can be created easily. 
4.9.3 Macromedia Flash 
Flash is the foremost authoring software for creating scalable, interactive 
animation for the web. For the project, the software is going to be used to design and 
manipulate the animated icons, web site navigation control and short-form animation. 
4.10 Web Security 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) has been chosen in order to protect the 
customer's right and privacy of the system. The SSL security protocols provide 
data encryption, server authentication, message integrity and optional client 
authentication for TCP/IP connection. 
4.11 Internet Browser 
Microsoft lnternet xplorer 5.5 has been chosen as the application brow er. 
4.11.2 The Reason chooses Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5 
-$- Internet "'Xplorer provides free and easy upgrade or it brow .cr fr 111 time to time. 
-$- Microsoft provides strong on-line. upport · for its Int irn .t E, plor .r. 
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4.12 Project Software Configuration 
Table 4.3 Project Software Configuration 
Software Description 
Apache Web server host 
MySQL Server database 
Microsoft Window 2000 Server Client operating system 
PHP Server-side scripting & it is a web development tool 
JavaScript Client-side scripting 
HTML Web programming languages 
Notepad Coding for HTML document 
EditPlus Text Editor Coding for PHP & HTML document 
Adobe Photoshop Image design and manipulation 
Macromedia Flash Image Design and manipulation 
Microsoft Internet Explorer Client web server 
4.13 System Requirement 
The choice of hardware and software used in a system development i very 
important. It has a profound impact on the cost, quality and productivity of the ystem. 
4.13.2 Hardware Requirement 
Server computer hardware requirements: 
-$ Intel Pentium lll Xeon I 000-MI lZ Proces or 
-$ 128MB P I JJMI Iz SDRAM IMM Memory 
-$ Network Interface "'ard (NI ')and network 011nc ition with r ouun ind ·d 
bandwidth at I OMbp .. 
7 ) 
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$ The OS Support are: Microsoft Window 2000 Server; Microsoft Window NT; 
Novell Netware and other which compatible 
$ 1.44 MB Diskette Drive 
$ High Speed IDE CD-ROM Drive 
Client computer hardware requirement: 
$ Any compatible PC with recommended at least Pentium MMK processor and 
64MB RAM. 
4.13.3 Software Requirement 
$ Web server service -Apache 1.3.12 
$ Database - MySQL v3.22.32. 
$ Operating System - Microsoft Window 2000 ervcr 
$ Development Tool - PHP 4.0.3 
$ Web Technologies-HTML 4.01 
$ Programming Technologies & Languages - JavaScript 
$ Text Editor - EditPlus v2. 10, Notepad 
$ Authoring Tools -Adobe Photoshop 6.0, Macromedia Flash 5.0 
$ Web Browser - Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 and above 
$ Web Security- Secure Sockets Layer ( L) 
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4.14 Background Apache+ PHP + MySQL 
2 Apoche 
1 
V\leb 5 page on 
browser 
6 
Figure 4.1 Combination APACHE, PHP and MySQL 
This proposed project is running at the Apache web server with MySQL as the 
database backend, PHP as the server-side scripting language on a Microsoft Window 
2000 Server. This combination is the most ideal and the best combination to developed a 
large-scale web sites. 
Apache is web server software. ft is responsible for listening on a particular port 
(usually 80, 8000, 8080, or equivalent) for incoming requests for files (usually by a Web 
browser such as Netscape or Mosaic). Upon receiving a request for a file, Apache 
returns its contents to the Web browser, which is responsible for displaying the 
hypertext mark-up language (HTML) document contents (images, media, and so forth). 
PHP is a hypertext preprocessor. When integrated with web ervcr software, 
Apache, it becomes a powerful mechanism for adding intelligent cripts in ide of 1 ITM 
documents. Certain pages reque ted from the web browser are pas ed throu ih the t I IP 
engine before being returned to the we brow er. The 1111' ·n zinc ' amin ·s th· pa,• for 
Pl IP script, executes the script and returns an 1 ITML do ium nt to the hrov s ir. Th. 
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power of the scripting language stems from its tight integration with major databases, 
MySQL. [PHP, 2002] 
MySQL is an open source relational database management system (R M ) 
that uses Structured Query Language (SQL), the most popular language for adding, 
accessing, and processing data in a database. 
4.15 Chapter Summary 
The requirements of the project can be divided into functional and non-functi nal 
requirements. The functional requirements deal with conditions or capabilities that must 
be met or processed by a system while non-functional requirements deal with 
restrictions on the system that limits one choices for constructing a s lution to the 
problem. The project's functional requirements consist of twelve main requirements. 
While for the project's non-functional requirements, it consi ts of ix requirement . 
Besides describing the functional and non-functi nal requirements, this chapter 
also discusses the application architecture has been chosen. 
At the end of the chapter, a list of the propo ed development tool is mentioned 
and the reason chooses them. 
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Chapter 5 SYSTEM DESIGN 
Design is the creative process of transforming the problem into a solution and 
the description of the solution [Pfleeger, 200 I]. This chapter will describe in detail of 
how this system will be meet the requirements identified during ystem analy is. 
The objectives of system design are as following: 
$- Meet the user requirement 
-$ Specify logical design elements 
$- Provide software specification 
$- onfinn to design standards. 
5.1 Online Product Catalogue & Ordering System 
Architecture 
Online Product atalogue & rdering ystem i de i med to leverages the 
traditional client/server architecture and extend it to the Web. a ically, it can be 
divided into 3 distinct tiers user application, bu iness application and database 
application. 
5.1. I User Application 
scr Applicati 11 le ·I is th level that will interact dire .tl with 
u crs. This i the level where all the input will be colle 't ·d from the us ·r and 
C rmatted thr u rh I !TM , Pl IP and Ja aS ript c de b ifore bein 1 s 'lit to the 11-, I ti ·r 
for pr .cssin '· ·1 he pro .css ·d data IHt ·r is s ·11t ba ·k to this I· ·I 111d displ 1 !It· 
results t th, us •r. I 11 P will be us d in this 1p1 Ii .ation. 
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5.1.2 Business Application 
All the function and procedures that deal manipulation f database 
calculation will be placed in this level. A request for application is initiated at the 
User Application level and will be sent to this level to be processed and interact with 
the database for create, update and delete purposes. 
5.1.3 Database Application 
At the database application level, a repository of the relevant data 
stored in the MySQL database, is available to support the work performed at the 
previous level. All the database manipulation tasks will be perform in thi level. 
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Online Product 
Catalogue & 
Ordering System 
Web Pages 
PHP+ 
HTML+ 
JavaScript 
~. 
~ User 
,5 Application 
~ 
Processing Module 
1 Business 
Application 
Database 
Application 
5.2 Three Tier Archite ture 
Database 
MySQL 
= 
o 0 0 0 
a a D a 
Fignre 5.1: OP OS Architecture 
, ncrally, the s ·tc111 ar .hitc .tur ·or nlin • In du ·t 'atalo iu • ,1 )nlt•t inu 
S stern ( P S) is thr ·c-til'r s flv ar • :11 hit· ·1111 • Tit ·1 • 11 tl11 • • l 1 ·1· t 1 ti· 111 
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this architecture and they are first-tier (Web client), second-tier (Web server such as 
Apache) and third-tier (Database server such as MySQL). 
First Tier Second Tier Third Tier 
- -1 ~--, ~ 
- :;-;;-c-;; 
A for the Web client side, u ers will be equipped with the Web browser t 
application server and make request to the server t proces data. 
= = = 
o a Q u 
view the information displayed on the screen, receive data or inf rmation fr m the 
As mentioned in the section above, business object of the system will be used 
the data in the system t provide the u er with the proper information. 
Client running 
web browser 
(Internet 
Explorer 4.0 or 
above) 
Web Server 
running 
process 
(Internet 
Information 
Server 4.0) 
SQL 
Server 7.0 
maintainin 
g the data 
records 
Figure 5.2: Three Tier Client/Server Architecture of WBSP System 
to encap ulate the ystem bu iness I gic. They will be re p n iblc for manipulatin ' 
Ir user reque t data, which re idc in the database crv r (My ), the 
pro zram/bu iness object will connect t the database server and retrieve the required 
record fr in the databa e. The data will be then e present cl to the user thr 11 h 
Web pa res. 
ur111' the pr .oss of r ·tr ic i111 intormat] )II, the hu,•i11 ·s · oh] · ·t ill (h 
additional ta ·ks such a. alidation and 011 •1si )11 tit 1t ur · l1;111spa1 •111 1 th· us ·1 
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The user will not directly update the database. Instead, it sends updating requests to 
the application server and the business object in the transaction server will handle the 
updating. 
5.3 Database Design 
The system database must be carefully designed in order to fully cxpl it 
the advantages of database technology. The objective of database design arc as 
following: 
a) Provide for efficienl storage, update and retrieval of data. 
b) Be reliable where the stored data should have high integrity data. 
c) Be adaptable and scalable to new and unforeseen and applicati ns. 
or Online Product atalogue & rdering ystem, relational database 
model is chosen since it enables data stored in a way that minimizes duplicated data 
and eliminates certain type. of r•· ccssina err rs that can occur when data arc . t r d 
in other way . Each table in the ystcm is tored in row and column form. 
However, not all relation arc equally de irablc. "Or some relations, changing the 
data can have unde irable con equences, call d m dification anomalies, is 
considered and emphasized during databa e de. i m. 
5.3.1 Table Master 
There are 8 tables in the OP data ase includin l cu 't mer ac .ount, pr duct 
catalo ,ue, order tracking, cart and sug re tion. Primary kc of table will mark 
'* 
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5.3.l.l Table customer_account 
Table 5.1 is the customers' table, which contains type of particulars for different 
____ .._ u_stomcr' age 
ustomcr' 
gender 
customers that register as the member of company. 
Table 5.1 Table customer account 
Field Name Data T e Leo th 
* usemame VARCHAR 10 
password VARCHAR 10 
full name VARCHAR 20 
reno VAR HAR 16 
phoneno VARCHAR 20 
--- 
companyname VAR HAR 0 
emailaddress VAR HAR 45 
Address VAR HAR 80 
10 
10 
15 
G 
5.3.1.2 Product Catalogue Table 
Description 
ustomcr ID 
ame 
email 
In term of the databa e entity relation bel w, 3 table will be needed to drive 
the product catalogue. 
I. The categories entity i. a one-t -may relati n upon it elf 
usiomcr 's 
identity card 
number 
2. The pr duct entity is a 111a11 -t -rnan relation with the cute iorics cntir 
a) parentproduct Table 
Table 5.2 will h Id the name I parerns. 'i11cc tit· ll will 0111 b i ux •d 
int miall , M SOL auto 11111nh r v ill b • 11s ·d t 1 ·ncnH tit ·111. ti) Ii •Id' di h · u-; ·I 
to idcntif r • ords so it will ··ta p1 i1111 • of'th1s tahl · 
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Table 5.2: Table parentproduct 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
* parentlD INTEGER 5 The 11) for the 
parent nroduct 
* parentname VARCHAR 20 The name of 
parent 
Enterdate DATE The date when 
new parent 
- product insert 
b) Table Category 
Table 5.3 will hold the names of categories. Since the 10 will only be used internally, 
MySQL auto number will be used to generate them. ID field will be used to identify 
records so it will set as primary key of this table. 
Table 5.3 Table Category 
Field Name Descri tion 
* catcgoryl 
Size Data T e 
Auto Number , An internal 
1 identifier (ID) for 
I thi care 10 
Parented 5 The ID of the 
1 
parent category 
I 
INT R 
categoryname VAR HAR 
categorydesc VAR HAR I The price of'thi 
pr duct 
I The date when new 
<Ile 10 in sert L_~~~~~~__l.~~~~~--JL--~~~~~--1.-.. 
nterdate 
c) Table Product 
DAT~ 
A description for 
1 
this product 
I 
I 
' 
100 
Table 5.4 depicts product account, whi h ill hold the information ab ut all 1 r du ·ts 
available. 
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Table 5.4 Table Product 
Field Name Data Type Size Descrintion - 
"'productID Auto Number An internal 
identifier (ID) for 
this nroduct 
Parented INTEGER 5 The ID for parent 
product 
Category ID INTEGER 5 The ID for 
category product ---- 
productname VARCHAR 50 A name for this 
product 
Image VARCHAR 30 Path to image file 
descproduct VARCHAR 200 A description for 
------ -- - - thi_ product - Rprice FLOAT 5,2 The price of thi 
product 
Price FOAT 5,2 The price after 
discount. 
Enterdate DATE The date when new 
product insert 
Lastmodify DATETIME The last modified 
date. 
SupplierfD VARCllAR 10 SupplierID f the 
- supplier. hip From VAR JIAR I Place that pr du l 
shin from 
5.3.1.3 Order Tracking Tables 
2 tables are needed to track customer order , which arc order table and 
order_item table. There i a one-to-many relation between order and ordcr jtcm 
becau e an order can have ne or m re order items and order items can b I ng t nc 
or more order . 
a) Table Ordering 
Table 5.5 to hold the order detail . 
Tuble 5.5 Table Ord •ri11J: 
I Field Name 
[~rll t\111 umb 'I 
llr 'cription Si1.· 
rd •1 II 
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User ID VARCHAR 15 ! TI1e user JD of the 
customer who 
I ... 
initiated the order 
Order time Datetime TI1c date/time when 
the order was 
created. 
Payment_time Datetime The dare/time when 
the payment was 
authorized or 
declined. 
Status VARCHAR 20 A status of the 
authentication 
process 
Status Detail VARCHAR 100 Describe the statu 
of the 
authentication 
process. 
Comments VARCHAR JOO Any special 
in tructions or 
comments to ro 
-- - with the order. - - 
Amount FLOAT 5,2 The amount the 
customer wa 
billed 
b) Table order_itcm 
Table 5.6 show to hold the item that arc a part fan order. 
Table 5.6 Table order item 
ProductID R 
5 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
INT· ... R Order ID 
INT 5 
5 
5.3.1.4 Table Feedback 
Table 5.7 below is the feedback rablc 1h 1t will be 11 sed to Coll iw-u» fecdb» .k b 
administ rat or. 
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Table 5. 7 Table Feedback 
Field Name Data Type Siu Description 
suggID Auto Number The sender ID 
which will generate 
automatically. 
Date DATE The date of entered. - ----- 
email VARCHAR 40 E-mail address of 
the sender 
sender VARCHAR 20 The name of sender 
Topic VARCHAR 50 The topic to discuss 
message VARCHAR 250 Message from 
sender 
5.3.1.5 Table Cart 
Table 5.8 show the item in shopping can 
Table 5.8 Table Cart 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
cart id Auto Number art(D which will 
generate 
automatically 
uscrnamc VARCHAR 10 Usemame who 
order the product 
productf INTEGER 5 ProductfD have 
been ordered. 
qty INT GER 11 Quantity have been 
ordered. 
5.3.1.6 Table price_range 
Table 5.9 show the price range 
Table 5. 9 Table price_ra11ge 
start 
end 
T 
T -- 
izc 
Pric •I whi 'h 
' ·11 ·rat • 
automari all 
St1:11I pri ·, 
Hnd pd · 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Aut Number price II 
--- 
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5.4 Program Design 
The program specifications produced at the end of program design must 
ensured the program satisfy user requirements. The program should easy to read and 
understand so that other person enables to amend it later. The program should 
accommodate system changes occur after the system is built. Structure hart and 
Data Flow Diagram are helped in developing well-structured program. 
5.4.1 Structure Chart 
WBSP is based on the functionability modules. There are three main 
modules, which are onlinc product catalogue and ordering system, administrative and 
financial management. It is used to depict high-level abstraction of a specified 
system. Apart from this, system structure chart also describe the interaction between 
modules in a system. 
i divided into two major components, which are the back- 
end and front-end. ach of these two components is then divided into few modules. 
After that, each of the module will be further break into the pr ccssc . The 
following figure will illustrate the whole OP 0 's structure chart. 
Web-Based Sale And Purchase 
nlinc Product 
atal 111c rd irin 1 
System 
dinini strativ 
Fi11011 ·i 11 
Mo1u:1 ·m ·nt 
/'lgur, S.J: Structur 1 ~/tart Of T eb-bas •ti S111lt And Pun hus« 
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Online Product Catalogue & Ordering System 
Front-end Back-end 
Figure 5.4: Structure Chart Of Online Product Catalogue and Ordering System 
Front-end 
earch 
ngine Authenticate 
Registration ustomer 
Services 
Product 
ataloguc 
Login ustorncr 
Product Add Hem I c ripti n 
Profile 
Rem e 
ogout rder Enlar re 
Rec rd tear Item 
atcg ry 
he k ut 
Feedback/ rdcr 
. u, resti n 
Figure 5.5: Structure hart Of Front-em/ 
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Back-end 
Transaction 
Record 
us tom er 
Record 
View T New Or<ie:r 
Search Checkout Order 
Fcedba k/ 
ear ch 
View 
R pl 
View 
Cancel Delete 
Transaction 
Of Day 
Figure 5. 6: Structure Chari Of Back-end 
5.4.2 Data Flow Dia ram (DFD) 
Data fl w diagram i u e t rcprc 111 the functi 11 r pr ce e , which capture, 
manipulate, t re and di tribute data between the system and it nvir 11m 111 as well 
y tern analy i and De i n k written by endall and ndall. endall 
Kendall, 19 9) 
The ata ·I w ia ram F be in at the ntc: I I ia tram. ·1 hi dia tram 
repre cnts the vcrview f the entire Web-based ale and Pur has· WB, P 
at the highe t p ible lev I. Plea c refer t Fi 111r .7 . The , .tcrnal ·111i1i • · ar i thc 
, T M ~R, A MINI. TRAT R, lJ PU ~Ran I :.R 'JI NT NK. 
The nte t l ia iram i dee mp ed int 
111 th· I uta Flo\ dw •ti:llll 
<rn<l th· arc furth • r · 11.1 ·I 1 ft'\ 1hc1 ·ul pr · .,. · ., 111 th· I ti 1 Fl ' I 11111 1111 
I. , 2.0, .. 0, 4 amt 0 1 1111 11m 1 ·sit ' n m Fi11111• 
, Fir u • 5 1 , F1r111 • 11, Fi11111 • 1 • hp111 • 1 • r, 111 • l 1. 1·111111 • 111t1 
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Figure 5.16. These Child Diagrams are designed according to the modules 
responsible by the author while the other team members will be designed the rest of 
the Child Diagrams (DFD 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0). 
Context Diagram 
Figure 5.7 depicts the context diagram for the WBSP system 
PLAC 
ORDER 
SUPPL! R CUSTOMER L __ .. _ PROVIDE PRODUCT INFORMATION 
PROV ID 
PRODUCT 
IN ORMATION 
PLACE 
ORDER 
MANAGE & 
MAINTAIN 
SYST M 
0 
W 0-BAS D SALE AND PURCHASE 
V RI YING UCCR 
ADMINISTRATOR 
AUTH NTICATION 
PROVIO 
CUSTOM R & 
PRODUCT 
INFORMATION 
I 
M RCHAN OAN I 
j 
-------- 
Figure 5. 7 Context Diagram Of WBSJ> 
Oata Flow Diagram O (DFO 0) 
F· tgure 5.8 sh w the atn Flow ·1c111 f w1 · 1 . Thi ·di, u 1111 rs 
also kn wn a' D, I 0. It hows II h )W th' dnta n \I fr )Ill II • full ·ti II t 1111{ th' 
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LOGIN ID & PASSWORD ------·( 1 0 'r---------l= __ "_ST_A_T_u_s ·---, 
t-- ;:-i-- LOGIN STATUS lOGtN 10 & PA.SSWQR ---------., -----.::...:c__:_=:.:.:::.:0:_ _.J AUTHENTICATE LOGIN STATUS 
~~· P~.o I ,,-------L-OG<.....:..N_ST_A_Tu_s _ 
~- -- SU~ ff:'.' -, 1-Q-;--su;;plieR RECORO ~---- 
l 1 ACCOUNT MERCHANT I t ADMINISTRATOR 
'-------',----- [ BANK . I RECORO [0!1-..0 ... -N-IS-TR-ATOR I 
SUPPL1ERLJI 03 I MERCHANT __, __ ..c_c_ou~ 
RECORO '-- . ~K 2.0 J I I AOMINtSTRATOll 
_ _,_N_EW_NJM..:~~RATORINFORMATK>N ... REGISTER r- __j RECORD 
NEW CUSTOMER INFORMATION rll CUSTOMER l 
RECoRO 
LEWSUPPUER INFORMATION • I 
r---'--- ---: 1----·-.--,..c-~-~-~~-R-'~~- rOMER" 1-----J 
l I ~~CUNT 
CUSTOMER 
1 
r 
3_._0____ 
- ~~~c:;; { CUS'TOMER 
Tfl - _1 -+-----ij-..._~~O~ROER:~IN~G~~I--+----- -c SELECTED PRODUCT ----- FD¬ R_Tr1ekmg 
MERCHANT SANK 
AOMINIGTRATOR 
DISPt.A Y NEW 
INFORMATION 
& DESIGN 
ORDER 
RECORD CUSTOMER 
RECORO 
5.0 
~-+--+--l~SfOM~ 
PROFILE, 
ORDER 
RECORD& 
Fcedb.cit 
CUSTOMER SERVICES..,------~ 
OISPlAY CUSTOMER 
PROFILE& ORDER 
MANllGE PRODUCT PRODUCT 
PRODUCT ANO STOCK CONFIRMA flON 
tNrORMATION ------- 
BANK PAYMENT 
ACCOUNT 7.0 INFORMATION NUMSCR.,.. 
MAKE PAYMENT -: PAYMENT SUPPLICR INFORMAllON 
CUSTOMCR 8.0 
BANK CHOICE SHIPPING 
ACCOUNT BUSlNESS -----· INFORMAnON SHIP PRODUCT NUMBER PCRfORMANCG 
NEWMETHOO CHART ----- --· 
PRODUCT '-t--·--+--,·--+-~~~---s_.o _ 
PRODUCT 
CATALOGUE 
08 SHIPPING OETAJL 
TRANSACTION 
INFORMATION 
------------- - ----- 9.0 BUSINESS 
PCRfORMANCE 
CHART 
I~ l~-.; .. 
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Figure 5.8 Data Flow Diagram Of WBSI' 
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Data Flow Diagram Of Authenticate 
Figure below depicts how the data flow when authenticate takes part in the ystem. 
/ -- --------- --- 
1.0 Authenticate 
I 
! ~------- 
(:nern 
1 
acoe ~ 
1 
Ldoommodj 
l _ 
Login 10 & 
password --- 
Login Statu 
---- --------~ 
Custom r 
R co~ [ 041 Customer Accont 1.1 l Read!D& F 1.2 Get login ID &- password 
---- -trleved account ~ password _ 
J ._ .., Administrator 
R cord 
f 02 f Administrator 1 Account 
Send dalll to 
match 
~
- 
1.4 
alidato login & 
1 
po word l 1.3 ~ M tching input with ecount ' Validation 
Inv lid 
Figure 5.9 Data Flow Oia~rnm For Auth nti .utc 
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Data Flow Diagram of Registration 
Figure 5. I 0 is the Data Flow Dia iram for th' • 1ist 
New customer 
Profil Fill form CO!l1)1eted 22 
Submt registration 
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Registration 
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23 ( 2.5 
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l =. 
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Data flow Diagram For Ordering 
Figure below is the Data Flow Dia tram for the ord "ring. 
3.0 Ordering 
' I 
Removed 
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Data Flow Diagram For Add Item To Cart 
Figure 5.12 shows how the item adds to the can how it , t )r sin fat l ~1~, 
Item 
3.1 Add Item To Cart 
3 1 1 
R tnev Product -----......, 
Information 
Product Detail 
Product 
Descnpuon 
Product 10 Add d 3 1 2 Item 
I Process Add d 
I Item 
l 
05 Ord r 
Figure 5. 12 I)"'" flow Diugrinn For Add lt 1111 To "rt 
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Data Flow Diagram For Remove Item From Cart 
Figure 5.13 shows how the item removes to the cart how it d "I 't ':\ f c)ll\ dJ · 
3.2 Remove Item From Cart 
Removed 
Item 3 2 1 Clear Item 
Delete It m 
01 carded 
It m 
0 It d It m 
10 322 
I Refresh Cart Lon tent 
05 Ord r 
Fi1.:11re 5.13 D"'" Flow Diagram For R '1110" • It tm From art 
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Data Flow Diagram For Customer Services 
Figure 5.14 shows how the item adds to the cart how it stores in databa e. 
I 
I 
I 
I 1--- 
Eatlld Osoml< I IJ'()lile 
-1-- 
Feedbacl(/ 
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( 51 : 
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Profile Form : 
I ... 
r- s2 
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Reoord 
• I 
5.0 CustOl'T'ef Services 
53 . ' 
.. UpdJtn~ ~~1 ~I 
pV\ } 
f'lofll• 
Figure 5.14: Dot" Flow Diagram For ustomer ervi ies 
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Data Flow Diagram for Check Order Record 
Figure 5. I 5 depicts how the users can check the order record'. 
521 \A()Ae:l Qd:;r 
000- 
N..rTm .... SEad1 000- .. aa.-.[ ) --- 
I ad CRO:R 
I 
I 
~ 
- - ·- - 01'.U 
_::j f\l.rrtxr I L ; - 
--~-_J 
Figure 5.1.5 Data Flow Diagram For Check Order Record 
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5.5 User Interface Design 
Interface design is the specification of a conversation between the 
system user and the computer. A good, ease to use and user-friendly intcrfac 
will make user's job easier and more pleasant. User interface de i in mu t take 
into account the needs, experience and capabilities of the syst mus r 
(Sommerville, 1995). 
5.5.1 Basic Screen Design 
Basically, Online Product atalogue & Ordering ystern interface de ign i 
presented in the form of Web pages. Screen designs are formatted in a tandard layout 
to generate a better and user-friendly interface, o that variou type f inf rmation , 
instruction and messages always appear in the same eneral di play area . 
During the user interface de ign of this ystern, the foll win ' i u hav been 
taken int considerati n. 
$- File size 
$- onsistent fl nt and lour 
$- rror checking and error mes age for the invalid input 
The interface desi m f nline Pr duct atal zue 
( P O ) pr vide the u er with an ea y w11 t navigate the care 
rd 'ri 11 1 tern 
rie · and · · the 
product under each one. 
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Below is simple layout for the web page 
Header 
Search 
Product 
Member 
Cart Lo un 
Summary 
Content 
Category 
Listings Registration 
Price 
Range 
Figure 5.17 simple layout For OPCOS 
5.5.2 Description of the layout 
Header: The site header is the standard h ader. lt sh w the name f the curr nt 
page and company name. 
earch Product: The normal and advanced search en tine di play. 
atcgory Listing: Thi is where the entire care 1ory that arc available f r ale. When 
a user clicks on the category, they hould be taken to the pr u t under the urrent 
category. 
Price range: This i the area in which u r can ch c their bud ier. All the 
products under that range will be displayed. 
Content: Thi i th area show the 11te11t f the urrcnt P'' ic. 
Member login: u t mcrs can I iin t th· It ppin 1 art in thi area. New u , al so 
can regi ter as a member. 
art summary: I Icrc will di pla a umnuu f th' .usr mer s sltop1 iu · 11-i. It, di 
sh w the numb 'r of it ·111' in th iir sit Pl i11 ·art as v •II as the I 1::11111 1:. 
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Interface Design For The Main Page Of ES.Shopping 
<;hnppintJ 1n MAIJty~ .... '"' ~,,,.,..rly A 4Jhnnr11111"'-.: n"'r"r11u•, huf 1viw ""'" 
uf~ r M.,l~y~1<1 ,.,, Orllul" \liOpµ1n9 liVfVl&.ti llJ havlril' YVl.H 
1-1l~r:lnir11i;\,t+f}tr1M 8- 'J"''d ... 11,f,IJrflfl!llPf~,(11rntl1J1~,lfJy,. Al I itlrll..t .. 
ho!t ot oth9r products dehv,,r111d n hi 10 yovr <Jr')ot tt~p 
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e o 
WARORovt; 
corFCE Tl\9L - 
iT<>rs 
PllPFR DOU. 
DOLL 
PUZZJ..e 
- .. . . -··- ·-· .. . ~. ·- . .._ 
Ir. ''' r~111t1l'J1<tr·· I 
Adobe Type Man g r D lux '1. 
(ATM) 
An.f Delwce 1o!tw&re let• you oraAnJLe you.- 
Po1tScnptdlO Type 1 end TrueTyp,. fonL1 IC) 11.01 
the way you work. In tecondl, you CM acbvate 
only thlJ fonts or font 1e11 you need and then 
ckaenvatc thcto. 
ilJJ"'I 
lt•tfll N1111.tJOI 1 
Mia-o oft MS Picture Itl 
Publishing Pl tinum 2002 
Micro1ofl Picture Il I Pubb•hlnQ PlallnUlll 2002 
pro111du sr••brl& eardt &om comm mal arti111, 
nch photo-cdibt1g tools, and thOlllllOOI of WAyl 
to make oulltanc!tna pnnl and web tOJCCU 
12!1 
I in Nu1'nl>• 1 :' 
Maa-omc<.li ontoor ph r 
Tum your font, !Mt.nu u11 o • • .tmot 
wllh Fomo11ro her, the .,dustry 
1tMdo.rd for fonr dc1119' on the 
M eantoab <><" Wandowa vou CM 
modify your •""""I ronll, 
h "'"'LI u Lo our 101rt.ulM \yVci;,.l 
•l<u\ 
Jli.<iHI Nt;rl'\lH»( ::'I) 
ny Ol 
CD W tJlun.on player mclud< 1 en 
~!Weather rt 10 t\Ult"1. thr. 
S2 Sport'1 detfAO, w111i1 rtt1L1lMC'c. 51 
Jt• n r 1c:u with c:krect p(ctcl 
kry.1,aetJtt ronrrol pl•ytu k 
""r-r bf)Q. and u!Wll•l.r; ~k,q}lr It 
~ ••J 
IAMD_E 
1 ·~,no .. 
Figure 5.18 apture Screen F()r tlte Main Pag, 
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Interface Design For The Registration Form 
· llser·Reiisfration.Fonn ' 
Username" fWe1lin 
Passiword• (nun ~ r.h.,•r.Lor~) 
Confirm Password'j r- _----------(min~ rh~1.ci"c) 
FullHame•fW .--"-'''"--------- 
Age j 18-24 
Gender jFemale o:J 
IC Ho• 1790509075478 
Phone 10377271546 
Company Name jWoi sdn bhd 
Email IWoilin@p rdona um edu my 
Address h .Jin Roio Uce, 
City Bw 
State I PULAU PINANG ::J 
Postal Code 112300 
Submit I Reset I 
Figure 5.19 Capture Screen For tile Registration Form 
Interface Design For The Product Description 
It m NumbPr: 13 
rodu t Nam : HARRV 0 
OR R- 'S ON 
R H 
11 O/o 
~I t111 f I "' 
Figure 5. 21 'apturc Screes: For 111<• Product IJt'.\'cripthm 
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Interface Design For The Shopping Cart 
::vti llllt1l(l1M) 
J~ 0 
~Jn nn 
?6h 00 
Figure 5.23 Capture Screen For Checkout Page 
5.6 Expected Outcome 
There are some of the expected outcome from the sy tem after the completi n f 
this OP OS. 
I. Making the ystem appear a an effective web site, o that u er will enjo 
staying and explorin 1 the web site. 
2. Produce a u er-friendly web ire with graphical u er int rfacc that i 
use by everyone no matter what kind of computer back round. 
3. Provide the user ( ust mer) the capabilitic of perf nnin 1 nline h ppin '· 
4. Provide the adrnini trator an ca y and fficient way t mana ic and maintain 
the portal. 
5.7 Chapter Summary 
Thi chapter provide a des ripti 11 f the · . tern de i 111. It be 1i11 with th, 
architecture which ha been ch en t d v ·I 
' 
s st nn. 
uc to the morm u a111 unt of table in th 'C databas , 1111 tul I._ th 11 
hewed relevant imp rtan ·' t this pr ~ · ·t ar i sh w11 in this ·h ipt ·r. t\ tubl • is us ·d 
to Ii t ut the mtire r ·I· <1111 tahl •. 13 '"id .s, I 111 !1 ' d11prn111 111. 111 ·lud ·d 111 tins 
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chapter. It provides a general idea of the process flow. The data flow diagram can be 
decomposed into several layers according to its level of abstraction. 
Several interface designs are shown in this chapter. These interface de i in 
are based on reviews of the current systems as described in chapter 2. Th int rfo ·, 
deigns are merely prototypes and subject to changes as the development pro .cs 
progress. Lastly, a statement of expected outcome of the project is stated. 
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Chapter 6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1 Introduction 
In the system development phase, the design has lo be transfer into workable 
modules and the coding must be written according to the system de ign and businc . 
logic. This is an important phase and developer must be very careful bccaus ant 
error or mistake in this phase will affect the performance of whole sy tern. 
In order to reduce the mistake and increase the quality and perf nuance. the 
following steps must be considered when develop a ystem: 
I. Development platform configurati n 
2. System Development 
6.2 Development platform configuration 
Development envir nmcnt ha certain impact n the de clopmcnt of a 
y tem. To produce a high quality and err r free tern, the de cl pmcnt 
environment mu t be configured correctly. N nnally the platform c n. ist f 
hardware and software. Therefore, platform configuration mean. t c nfi iur th· 
hardware and the flware needed. 
U ing the uitable hardwar and soflwar will n t 0111 help t 
sy tern development but al determine the ucce C the pr ~ ' t. The hardware and 
oftware tool u ed I devel p the mire s SI ·111 ar i as dis .uss b •I w. 
6.2.1 Hardware Requirement 
The hardware us 'cl l de lop the · st 'Ill arc rs Ii t 'ti b ·I n 
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-733 MHz Pentium Ill Processor 
-256 MBRAM 
- lOGB hard disk 
-15" 256-colour monitor capable of 800 x 600 resolution 
-52X CD-ROM Drive 
-Other standard desktop P components 
6.2.2 Software Tools Requirement 
Software Tools for Design and Report Writing 
There are a lot of software tools, which can be used in designing and writing 
report. The design process involve the drawing of structure chart, data now diagram 
and others that form the foundation of the s ft ware development. The purpo e f thi 
graphically logical design i to provide an overall view of y t m and 
interconnection between the module . Y isio pr fe i nal i · u cd t de ign and 
Microsoft word for report writing. 
oftwa re Tools for Development 
A vast array f software tools wa used in thi y. rem. Table 6.1 bel w 
depicts the software used to dcv lop thi y tcm. 
Table 6.1 Software Tools For Development 
Ir 1phi 'SE lit 1 
Mier soft Internet plorer 5.0 and ab 
Apache web s r 'r, Pl 11 
M 
PHPTriad 2. I I 
Pl IP ·dit ir 
'hop 7.0 
N t ·pad I IT II. ltt111p 
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6.3 System Development 
6.3.1 Database Development 
The first step in the system development is to develop the s . tern's daiab s 
based on the logical data model for the nline Product atalo iuc and rd rin 1 
System (OPCOS) created during the system <le ign phase. The databa e 11 cd f r th 
initial development stage of the Web Based ales and Purcha e y tem (WB P) wa 
PHPMy Admin(MySQL ). 
The database development was started by creatin , an empt databa ailed 
db. A primary key id allocated for each table in the database. Fi 'Ure . I h w 
captured screen of list of tables in the daraba e development f W P u 111g 
P JPMyAdmin. 
rcoa1ent 
. Database db running on localho$t 
Structure l QI I (xpo" ~~••rh Ounry Drup j 
Table Acdon Ao cit TYi'• lie 
r admlnllst Orowae S•I 1 lnsen Prop..., .. , O.oo m~rr 1 Mrl M 0 KO 
r cart rOWIO oloct Ins n Propen 1 Drop mprr 1 Myl$il.M 22KD 
r Cllt gory Brows Solocl lnun p._., .. , ().w (mpr1 o "'r' '7 r cuatomer _ M:C.Ctunt Browu Stl cl lnun Prop•n .. 1 Drop ("•lllr J MylSAM 116 KB 
r dellvttyrne1l1od Orows S I I Inc n Pro11e<1.. Drop mpry Myl$AM ) 1 l<!J 
r fHdbacl< Brown Stlte1 lnun Propen•u ()(op mpy 4 MylSAM 1' KO 
r mdai_hom BrowH Sel1c1 Insert Prop n1u Diop (mpry 1 MylSAM '. k1J r ordorlng Browse Stl t Inc n Propen1 1 Drop (mply • My1$M4 ? 1 Ka 
r pal'enlproduct Browee Sele I Insert PropM•n Drop mply • MylSAM 21 K8 
r payrnentmelltod Browse Stl 1 ln1en Prop•nrt p (mpry 'My "' I 
Homo 
'db (16) 
db 
!l ndm1nh-s: 
fl. cert 
'l c.etcoorr 
'l COftl)mfJr account 
il dtl1\I rymeit.hod 
:i foodbocl< 
:l ord_,r _1 cm 
:.l ordormo 
'l percnt:p1 odu 
·1 pavmontmethod 
:1 price_renoc 
'l produ 
1l stock 
!l IUPDlle11n(o 
!l w11t 
Figure 6.1 C"pturetl Screen: List of Table for WU P (/(lfflbtl.\" in I'll Pft~ Adm in 
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6.3.2 Coding 
The design must be translated into the form that can be understood by the 
machine. The code generation step performs this task. Since this is a web-based 
ordering system, the scripts are coded using HTML, server side script and Ii ·111 • id · 
script that should support and enhance the web application. 
6.3.3 Server-Side Scripts 
A script that is interpreted by the web crver i called a server-side s ript. A 
server-side script is an instruction set that is processed by the server, and whi h 
generates HTML. The resulting I ff ML is sent a part of the H TP response t the 
browser. 
6.3.4 Personal Home Page (PllP) 
PHP is coded using ditPlus. It is a erver- ide scripting Ian iua re u sed f r 
creating dynamic web pages. In this project, all the erver- .ide cripting is written f r 
process that involves the database. 
6.4 The Method of Coding 
<?php 
$host="localh st"; //databa c server 
$username="root"; //databa c login 
$pas word="passw rd"; //database pa sword 
$dbnam -"db"; //databa e containing th· tables 
Sconnection= y ql_conncct $h t, $u ername, Spas word 
$d cro t ="shopping"; //Path, where application i in 'tall d 
?> 
Figure 6. 2 The c(J(/i111: of databas« conne ·1io11 (dc1tal"1.'ie!.[1l1p) 
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This example file is called database.php file. It is included in every "php file 
in the system. Every database connection requires the name of the database, database 
server, database login ID and database password. llTIP (Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol) is the protocol your web browser users when you acce: s the web site . 
Since this system is applied as intranet, so the Shost is "localhost". 
hcader("Location:http://$host/$docroot/main.php"); 
Fi1:11re 6.3 Example PHP coding of sending /ITT!' header statement 
The header function is to direct the browser to another page. It include the 
name of the file and the path where application is installed. 
6.4.1 Authenticate Module 
The Authenticate Module i required cu t mers lo tin to the W P web itc 
when they wish to place their order. 
Every protected page in WB Pi pr tcctcd by u in • session, which catchc 
the user's particular ID. nee the cu t mer I gout, the cs i n i de tr yed and the 
cu. tomer i. 11 tall wed t a cc st that particular page. The cu t mer will b 
redirected again to the main page. 
Ta hie 6.2 lists of Filenume 1111tl its Description for Au tit mtl ·"1 ~ Modul • 
Des ription 
he ikinu authentication and redirect to 
No Filename 
I lo •in.php 
2 validatc.php ustom ·r's lo 1i11 inf 1111u1i in 
d ' tr .d and is 1 • lir "I · I l 3 
I 0{1 
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<? 
session_ start(); 
session_register("aUser", "aPass"): //register session 
//check from database whether valid usernarne and password 
$query2="SELECT * FROM Customer_ account WH ~ R ~ password '$pw' AND 
uscrname=Susername'": 
if($validate="true") { 
$chk.2=mysql_db_qucry($dbnamc. $qucry2, Sconncction) or dic("Ralat 
penyata query: $query2".mysql_error()); 
$num2=mysq I_ num _rows( $chk2): 
if($num2=0) { 
echo "Invalid password. Please re-enter again!</font><BR><BR>"; 
$validate="false"; 
$invalid - I; 
} 
II if username and password valid 
if($validate="true") 
{ 
setcookie("u ername", Susername, time() I 200 ; 
etcookie("pass", $pw, time() 1200); 
header(" ocation: mainpage.php"); 
exit; 
} 
el e 
{ include("login. php");} 
?> 
Figure 6.4 Sample Code: Session Register (validate.pltp} 
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} 
header(" I ,oca1io11.rnai11.php" ); 
? 
<? 
session_start( ): 
if(~cmpty($a sen 'l'empty($aPass)) { 
session unsett ); 
session destroy( ); 
Fi1:11re 6.5 Sample Code: Session Destroy {logout.php) 
6.4.2 Rcgi trarion Module 
Regi (ration form i designed t let cu tomer to regi ter their required 
particular that the ad mini trator can retrieve the data for further use of functions. 
Table 6.3 depicts list of filename and it de cription for the registration 
rn dulc. 
Table 6.3 depicts list of fl/ •m1111e and its description for the registration module. 
Filename No 
2 
Po t Form Data 
Th p t f nn data mcth d u cd in the i the post m tthod in tead f 
the 'Cl meth d. The rea n i that the g•I meth d limit the iz f the data pa cd t 
th ervcr wh re cl c the po t mcth d d e · n t. Apa fr in th 'r i.thc g 11 mcth d 
pr vide cu tomcr with the pp rtunit t chan • the valu ':i and it al· 
variable names enter 'd b u stem r. 
form nam -form l a tion= 'lo~in.php' m ·thod=po,·t 
In· rt dntn in th· datnbus · 
I ·fi re th. datn is submiu id, ili Inti II f 11111 i: d II us111p J IV IS 1 tpl 
us' submits the 1 'i:ttnti u I( 1111 t1:inp I rt l'I' P 'T 
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the data. Some specific data is compared with records in database so that th ere is n 
duplicate data. Then, data is inserted into database using lN ~RT quc in L 
statement. 
The following c de show the insert query int daiab c 
/') 
includc("database.php"); 
II collect the data from server 
global $1 ITIP _P T _VAR ; 
Susern =$HTTP P T _VAR l'userID']; 
$pw I =$HTTP _P T _ V ARS('pas word I 'J; 
$pw2 = $HTIP _P T _ VARS['password2']; 
Sfullnarne = $HTIP _POST_ VARS['fullname']; 
$phoneno=$HTIP _POST_ VAR ('ph nc']; 
$icno =$HTTP _PO T _VAR f'icno']; 
$companyname=$HTTP _P ST_ VAR l' mpany']; 
$email=$ !TIP _PO T _VAR ['email'J; 
$address= $HTIP _P T _VAR ['add re ']; 
$city= $HT P _P T _VAR [city']; 
$ tale= $HTTP _P T _VAR [' tale']; 
$p stale de= $HTTP P T VAR [zip']; 
$a re $HTTP _P T _VAR ['a c'[; 
$gender = $HTf P _P T _VAR [' , nder']; 
//insert into databa 
$query I ="insert int cu t mcr_acc uut (u crnamc, pa w rd, fullnam , icn , 
phoncno, c mpanynamc, emailaddre , addre , city, tate, p talc de, A 'C, 
ender) values ('$u rn', '$pw I', 'Sfullnamc', 'Sien ', '$ph nen ', 
'Sc mpanynam ','$email', 'Saddre ',' cit ',' . tare', '$p stal 
'$ rend r')": 
$reultl myql_db_ uc ($dbnamc,$qucryl,$c nnecti n di' "Err r in 
query: $query I ".my ql_crror()); 
? 
·lgure 6.6 Sampt • 'ad •: Regtstmtion (regts! •r.pltp) 
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6.4.3 Customer Services Module 
Customer Services is designed to let customer to change their profile, chan re 
password, get their password if they forget, check their order and give their 
suggestion to administrator. 
Table 6.4 depicts list of filename and its description for the customer services 
module. 
No Filename Descrintion 
- 
1 updatecustomer. php Let customers edit their wn personal profil . 
2 update2.php Update the new profile in databa e. 
3 chgpwl.php Let customers to insert the new password. 
4 chgpw2.php Update the pa sword in databa e. 
5 forgetpass. php User required the pa sw rd if they forg t. 
6 forget pass I . php Send email t particular cu t mer with the 
- 
password. (Auto-generate) 
7 feedback.php Customer is allowed t p t their sugge ti n in this form. 
8 suggestion.php Insert the sugge tion in database o that the administrator can reply the cu t mer wh n 
needed. 
6.4.4 Search Engine Module 
Search engine i designed to let cu tomer ea earch for th ·ir de •ir •d 
products. SEtHCT query have been u ed t elect the particular r ult fr m databas e, 
Table 6. 5 shows the fl/ tname am/ its <I ts -rtption for sear ·It •11ui11 • module. 
I) s ription 
et ·11 'tom ·r · ·•I · ·1 ·nt ' 101 ft 111 li,•t I · 
rt fl' th ' name { f' pt' 1d11 'I ill t<I nuc •d 
s iar ·h. 
2 
Filename 
sidclcflbar.php 
No 
I 
scar h.php . ·ar h fr )Ill I II I b IS • 
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<? 
//select parent product and empty advanc d scar It 
if(!empty($parent) && empty($advan)&&$pnr 11t! 'altpr 11 t') 
{ 
Ssql I :-"select category! .catc 'Orynmn , l r 
category where parent! 'Spar nt'"; 
$check I =mysql_db_query Sdbnamc, $ qi I, nn ti n ; 
} 
//select from Ii t box and enter advanced earch 
i ft !cmpty($parent)&& !cmpty($ad van) &$par nt !=-'all product') 
{ 
$sq12=" elect 
product. product ID ,product. prod ucmame.pr duct.image,product.enterdate 
from (product inner join category n 
product.c teg ryID- ateg ry.categorylD) W 
pr duct.parentl -'$parent' AN pr duct.pr ductname like 
'%$advan%') R (pr duct.parentl ='$parent' AN 
categ ry.cat g ryname like '%$ad an%')"; 
$check2- 1y ql_db_query $dbname, $ ql2, $c nnccti n); } 
?> 
Figure 6. 7 Some part of the ode: earch engine (.\"Cllfclt.pltp) 
6.4.5 hopping art Module 
hopping cart will view the num er f item elected b 
u t m rs are all wed t update the quantit f item · r r im c the item a their 
de ired. 
Table 6. 6 shows th 'jil inamc and its d tscriptian for th 1 sl1<Jppi111: cart motlut '. 
No th· 'Htl 
cart 1 t ion.php Up lat · and r »uo ·th • it •111 • d ·p ind ·d < 11 th · 
I 'Qllilt"lll 'Ill ( f 'llS(Olll 'I, 
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6.4.6 Product Catalogue Module 
View the all the product and provide all the inf rm ti 
User i allowed to br wsc the sets of caial rues di pl. y d n rcen. 
Table 6. 7 sltow.\· tltefile11ame anti its des -rtption for the produ I talogue module 
No Filename ---- pr duct.php Display th surnm ry information of the product. 
2 prodesc.php 
i play the detail infonnati n of the product 
6.4. 7 Back-end 
The functi t1 arc carch, view, dit, delete and print the cu tomer record, 
transaction rec rd and ug ze tion rec rd. Admini trator enables t reply the 
ugge ti t1 and uc tion f the cu t me . 
Table 6.8 shows the jlle11am" and its description for tlte ha -k-end 
No.\ Filename 
Maintenance the customer record 
Description 
2 
rd 
mcnu.php 
7 
cu delete l .php rd f th ' .u l 111 r r Ill ICW th 
car .hcu .php car h the cu t mer r rd. 
5 sear h .u · .php 
cu dit.php ·11al I • adruinisu 1t( 1 t 
8 
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6.4.6 Product Catalogue Module 
View the all the product and provide all the information about the product. 
User is allowed to browse the sets of catalogues displayed on screen. 
Table 6. 7 shows the filename and its description for tile product catalogue module 
No Filename Descrintion 
I product.php Display the summary information of the product. 
2 prodesc.php Display the detail information of the product. 
6.4. 7 Back-end 
The functions are earch, view edit, delete and print the cu t mer record, 
transaction record and suggesti n record. Administrator enables to reply the 
ugge tion and que tion f the customer . 
Table 6.8 shows the filename and us description for tile back-end 
No Filename 
Maintenance the custome~ record 
____ Description 
3 
upd 1t ' 'llS.f h1 
Menu to maintenance the customer record menu.php 
2 cu delete.php 
cu d lete I .php 
4 carchcu .php 
5 searchcu 2.php 
cu ~dit.php 
7 
11 irdctail.] hp 
vi iw the 
· rm to let administrator carch the cu l mer record. 
rd and .nubl • 1:1d111i11i trutor t 
• 1 I tl mt h 1s h · •11 ' I it 'll. 
111 ... 1 • ·ord tit r 11pd 11 •. - 
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9 viewcus.php List box, which enable administrator 10 on th • 
customer record by fullnarnc, uscrnarno r idcnrirv ard 
number. · 
Maintenance the transaction record 
11 menuorder.php Menu lo maintenance the transaction record 
12 deleteproduct.php Delete the items have been ordered. 
I 0 viewcus2.php 
I I viewdetail.php 
Search from database. 
View all the detail f cu torncr re ord 
13 search!D.php Let administrator carche the order by enter order ID. 
14 search ID I .php View, edit and delete the detail f the rdering. 
15 product.php View all the item have been ordered when gel the 
ordered. 
~-- ~~~~~~~1-~~-:--:- 
updatcpr duct.php pdarc the item have be n rdcr d. 
17 viewnew.php View all order with new statu 
18 viewchcckout.php View all order with checkout status 
l 9 selling.php View top 10 product 
21 viewday2.php View the detail tran a tion f the day 
2 replymail.php 
22 sug ie ti n.php Vi rw all th· 
delete the re · 
111 ·r and .nable t 
R 1 I th • .usrom ·r s su 1 ' ti 11 
6.5 hapt r ummary 
'I h • 111 sl i111p 1tH11t thin is in th· s st nu i111pl •111·nt1tion lt • d · ·luprn ·nt 
en iromncnt and ' ·1 m de ·I ipm '111. 'I he d • •It pru ·111 ·11 irnum ·111 ·o11 ·1:1~ of' 
h rdwarc and S flv II' I' [uir Ill 'Ill' j 'II '11111 , thc : Sll'lll de l'I pm 'Ill 'tHlSiSIS of 
'I (Ill 'Ill 1111d a1 pli mtiou d ·lopm ·111. 
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Chapter 7 SYSTEM TESTING 
7.1 Introduction 
Testing is the process of exercising or evaluating a ystcm by manual or automatic 
means to verify that it atisfied requirement or to identify difference e cpccted and 
actual results. It is also a critical element of software quality assuranc and represents 
the ultimate review of specification , design and coding. 
Although the main purpose of testing proce i to find the err r in the stern, 
but it also have others objective stated as belov : 
I. Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an crro . 
2. To reveal different types of error with a minimum amount of time and cff rts. 
3. To as ure the customers that the . tern they reque t d i the sy tern that wa 
build for them. 
Testing i not the fir t place ' here faultfinding occurs, but te tin is focus d on 
finding fault and ther re many ' ays to make the te ting cff rt rn re m i ·nt and 
effective. The strategic u ed for te: ting arc unit testin 1, mo Jul· t stin ', int egrati n 
testing and ystern tc ting. 
7.2 Unit Testin 
The unit tcstin 1 "0. 
was SU •• .sfull l uilt up. I:;} ·h unu IS ll SI. I Ill I '1r·11 I ·1111 to 11:\11 ' thu( ii op 'I'll ... 
o r • ti . Fun ti ns an pm ur s Ill •u .h mo lulc 11 • •• :111110L' I cur •f'ull I' H' ·1101.·, 
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For this system, every module is tested separately. It 1 to en urc that ' 
function in the module is performed as desire. 
For page that process user's input data uch as registration fun tion fl r n , 
member, user input validation is tested in this stage to ensure proper entry for fi Id 
in the registration form. 
7.3 Module Testing 
A module consists of a collection of dependent components to perform a 
particular task or function. Module testing is performed without other system m dule . 
This testing was carried out to ensure that the codes under the module function 
accordingly when all units of code are integrated. If an err r detected in a particular 
module, then related part of the module that g . wrong will be identified als . 
7.4 Integration Testing 
After integration, the y tern as a whole is tested again. Integration tc ting i 
carried out 10 le t the sy tern that pr ved to work c rrcctly and meet the bjeciive ·. 111 
this tagc if ic ting, ca h module c utains functions and pr ccdurc ch c d and 
tested careful I . The c sub-function ma call thcr sub-fun tion an te t are arricd 
ut to ensure all pos ible aths are tc ted. Be ·idc ·,all links in the ' eb pa 'C' ar le ·t .d, 
It is to ensure that every one f the h pcrlink can lead to an ' i tin ' and ·c 1 re ·t 
de tination page. 
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7.5 System Testing 
Testing the system is very different from unit and integration tcstin . The s t '111 
testing is to ensure that the entire application works accordin •ly. In thi proj t, 
testing used is: 
(a) Function Testing 
This testing focuses on system functionalities. _ach function can be as ociated 
with system components that accomplish it. Function testing checks that system 
performs its functions as specified in the requirements. For example, in this 
system, there is a function to pump a tudent list into data a e, which required 
function testing to confirm that this functions working properly. 
(b) Performance Testing 
nee the function work prop rly a specified, the p rf rmance test compare 
the comp nents with non-functional system requirement . These requirement 
include security, accuracy and reliability. This is to test the run time performance 
or software within the context fan integrated sy tern. It requires th hardwar 
and software in trumcntati n. trc tc ting i d ne to detcrmin whether a 
program has fulfilled the requirements de ign for it. Timing te ting i u cd t 
evaluate the rcquir m mt dealing with time to r ·s1 nd to a u ·r and tim • t 
perform a function. ·ore ampl , a performanc • test of this s ·t ·m valuat ·s th· 
speed with which the data a c 111a11i1 ulat id and hm fo ·1 th 1 st ·m mi I ·t ·tit· 
\ O k f sen lin ' 111'1il. 
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(c) Acceptance Testing 
At this point, the WBSP operates the: way that the designer. intend d. Th- main 
objective of the user acceptance test is to ensure that the system is ready f r 
punctuation at the end of user acceptance test. So far, the developer. ba d n 
their understanding of the system and its objectives, have run all th t t . After 
completing functional and performance tc. ting, WB, P is d termined t b able 
all requirements specified during initial stages or its development. 
7.6 Chapter Summary 
' st ·m 
T_, ting 
Testing 
Unit 
Module 
Testing 
Integration 
Te ting 
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Chapter 8 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
In this phase, Online Product 'araloguc & rderin 1 System 
was evaluated to identify its strengths, limitations. and proposals were mad f r th 
future enhancements. 
8.1 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
As this project has to be done within a short span of time and a lot of 
technical is ues need to be resolved, a number of problem were encountered 
throughout the development f this sy tem. olutions have been 
testing and reference check with course mates. ncountering with these pr blems ha 
been proven to be a valuable lcarnin 'experience. 
8.1.1 Difficulties In Determining The cope Of The ystcm 
It is impossible to build a full- cale complete y tern within the short time 
frame. Not all the ordering alternative are put int the y tern. The pro iect 
upcrvisor gave som advi e and pinion t outline the pc of the pr ~e ·1 durinu 
the initial staa . n th ther hand, the re ult of studying n th' • ristinu s st m 
have ziven an utlook f the tern ope. 
8.1.2 Problems In hoo ing Tools And I .anguag 
There are quite a 11u111b ·r or . .riptiu ' Ian 1UU I .s, All th . s I ipti11p I 111 '111 • 
and t ls all ' s th· us ·r t H .hio • lit' sa111 • ·11t1·1 :11IHll 11 J 1111111i • w ·u 
;.ippli ·111i >11. Thus, it 1s di lli ·1111 to d 'I ·rmin . thc most :ippl()pt ill • hmp1m1 : 111d to >Is 
f I (It'd. •I 1 mc111 f nlim P1rnh1 'I ttnl l/ u 1 & I I ·1 mp'. lil '111, 
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To gain more information of web-based and determine the most appropriat 
approach to use, in depth studies and research on the web based pr rrarurninu 
language was carried out in the earlier stage of the development. 
These activities include Internet surfing, reading topic related ma azin and 
reference books and studying the existing system. Beside , di cus ion with group 
members and course mates engaging in similar project were conducted 1 collect 
their opinions and ideas. 
8.1.3 Lack Of Knowledge In The Languages And Tools 
As there i no prior knowled re in programming in a web-ba ed envir nment, 
a lot of studies need to be done. Due to the time constraint learning and d veloping 
process wa done in parallel. New pr rramrnin 1 Ian rua ie like Pl IP and I !TM 
need to be learnt within a short time span. urin 1 the dcvcl prnent of the system, a 
lot of time spent in lookin 1 f rs luti ns t olvc the pr blcm · that were urrcd 
during the time. 
Without a tronu base of the Pl IP langua 1e, a I I of time ha cen tak n 1 
self-studies to improve my knowled 1 about Pl IP. Thcs pr bl ms w ire sol 'd 
through the Internet urfin 1 by downloadinu tut rial n le' and findinu luti n in 
forum . uch a dcvarti le . 
8.2 y tern trcn ' hs 
Thcr · ar • se ·1,11 ad ant 1 'Sc f this s sl 'Ill mi list xl h Im . 
8.2.1 l . 'r Frtendliu ss 
Th s st nn 1111 •rfo • • I 's1p11 is allrn ·11 ', ust·1 Ii 1 null 111d e 1, ii 1111d ·1. tood 
b an us n s It t ills th· us .rs ht' tU \J t 1 'Ith 1111: s .'h:111. U: 'II' h iv th • ntrols 
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of the system function flow by just click on the button. rt incorporates a standard 
homepage with a consistent environment. 
8.2.2 Easy Accessible 
This system is a web-based application and can be accessed ca ily u in J th 
web browser such as Microsoft Internet xplorer 5.0 or Netscape Navigator 4.7, 
which both are the domain web br wser in the market at the m mcnt. 
8.2.3 Reminder for those who forgot password 
The ystem also provide a tool that will send mail t remind the u er' 
password, in case the user for icr hi r her pa word. The t ol i aut ienerated 
when u ers require getting the pa sw rd. 
8.2.4 Relatively Fast Response In Document Retrieval from crvcr 
ach web page i de igned t be Ii htweight. The re p n e time t retrieve 
information such as customer profile , product available in the t re and h ppin ' 
cart is within a rea enable interval time t en ure u er need not wait t I 11 • t 
view the page . 1 lcavy graphi i av ided. 
8.2.S R iliubl • y ·t em with Effi · .tiv • 1 rror · I hmdling 
Data input f u r i validated and verif d to pr v •nt ·rrors ·m1 d b th· 
invalid input. If there i an input failure, 011 ·n r 111 s ·a 'is I 0111pt ·I lo inf 1111 the 
u: er about th· ·rr . F ir ·;:u111 I · th ·1 • is 111 ·n 1 111 ·ss tf • pr HllJH • I lh1 1 ·11 loi 111 
' h 'll u · · i11p111 th· i11 !lid le pt11 II 1 J nssv 01d 111 J nl · 
11 '\l m ml ·r · istrati lll Ionu. 
I th' ill tlid 'Ill ill th' 
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8.2.6 Accuracy on Calculation 
The system is precise on computations and control. Online Product atal gu 
& Ordering System (OPCOS) is designed to calculate, remove, delete and recalculat 
customer's selected items precisely without any error . 
8.2. 7 Flexibility in changing data in database 
WBSP admin site can be considered as the back-end system for WB P. It is 
the site that makes use by the administrator to manipulate data in the database. The 
administrator can choo e to add, search, modify, delete or view cu t m r rec rd, 
transaction record and ugge tion from customer. 
8.3 Weaknesses and System Limitations 
However, there are limitations in thi: system that arc not res lved yet. 
8.3.1 Limited Functionality 
Thi system pr vide nl a f w fun ti 11 I u er. h ppin 1 f r placin, 
product in the wishing list d c 11 t exi t in thi ystem. n the ther hand, P 
also d c 11 t provide adv rtiscmcnt that link t auoth ·r w ·b pa 'C. Ev 'II th u ih 
above-mentioned functionality is ut of the c pe of thi 
enhance the 'Y t em. 
tern it is an ad a111a e I 
8.3.2 W b Browser Limitation 
Th '· · ' 'U I ng 'S Ht ' d ' 
11 t full t ·'I xl i11 all ' ·b h1 ' s ·1 11 ·h n.' N ·1: ·11p • N•1 it 110 or l 11 \I v .rsiou >f 
li.'pl I r 11 'II 
brows ·r · 'Pl 
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8.3.3 Template for maintenance the web site 
The system does not provide the function maintain the layout f w b i1 \ 
Template for administrators to maintain the web site docs not provid d in thi 
system. As a result, administrator can't update the layout and colour of w b it 
frequently and customer will bore with the same design of user interface. 
8.4 Future Enhancements 
The system should be maintained throughout the Ii fetime of the sy tern 
because the user requirements might vary fr m time to times. ::.nhancement in the 
future will extend the usability f thi system. More ver, the s item limitati ns 
should be improved to enhance functionality. 
Herc are omc su 1gesti n and p ible future enhancement : 
8.4.1 Enhance User Interface 
U er interface should enhance fr m time l time. Multimedia clement such 
as animated graphics and Flash movies should be added to increase it attractiv ne , 
impres ive and interactive. H wcver, c mplc 1raphic ha it pr · and c n , f r 
example the down I ad time. The web pa ic nc xi lo b han zed frequent! ·111d it is 
vital that the inf nnati 11 i UJH -date, 
8.4.2 More Functionality Added 
M re rd ·r altcrnat! as pla ·i11 1 a11 rd r in a 
check >ut should h • add ·d to p10 id· 111 1 • i111 ·11:1 ti it . ·1 •mpl 1IL'N fi r 1111i11t uu th· 
w b pa l. pl 
W b , ii that has Ill r fun 'tionalit fm id 'S Ill ue 11' ii iltl uud int •1 I 'II it IO 
u 'rs. 
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8.4.3 Develop For Other Platform 
The web page should be designed to enable it to be viewed properly in orh r 
browser such as Netscape Navigator. ft is because nor every lntcmct s r 11. in' 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 or higher. 
8.4.4 More than one language 
As for the system, future rework can be done Lo more than one langua ze Jik 
Malay language or Chinese language so that customer who not under randing 
English but only understand other language can browse the sy tern al o. 
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8.5 Conclusion 
In conclusion, this system has fulfilled its objectives and requirement . Th· 
aim of this project is to develop Online Product atalo rue & rdcrin • . st rn 
(OPCOS) for a company provides an e-commerce development packa ic f r the 
suppliers. OPCOS is not only an online shopping system u eful for user but al o 
includes an administration module for the system administrator. 
With this project, suppliers can put their products online to it. cu. tonier .. 
Therefore, this project has been proposed to develop and to apply with the initiative, 
idea and motivation toward realizing the objective f the ystern. 
This project is very important and beneficial. In the proce f devet ping the 
system, a lot of useful knowledge and valuable experience were rained. The e 
include kn wledgc in cttin ' up PHPTriad, Int met tcchn I ucs. and con cpts in 
coding, pro )Jamming in I !TM , PI IP, My and other arc valuable c: pcricncc . 
Beside , experience i11 graphic editing u ing Adobe Phoroshop and 
Macromedia Flash also provide me a great chance to I am these t ls. 
The most imp rtaru I have learned a I t of h w t find ut the s luti n 
whenever I encountered pro lcms about dcvclopin i an applicati n. 
Finally, there arc many individual skill can team from thi · projc 'l. Main! it 
is the comrnunicati n kills with pe pie for a. kin 1 opinion· advic · , 1•11ida11 .c and 
help. c ide , thi pr ~ ct ha given me a pr fi und impa ·t in mana •c111 ·11t. II the 
pr blern fac ·d and • p ·1k11 ·• 1ai11 ·d durinu th· • ·t ·111 d • I ipm ·11t \ ould b · 
useful in 111 futur • ·ar · r since •1 tis 11 l\ Ill> i111 towaid: huciu ·1 It' ·1111 
r equi ·s d • cut t • ·l111i nl and pro ·ti · ti 
appli ntion. In · 11 ·lust 11, 111 I inp in 
valuabl • • 'P · 11 • for m • 
in d • lop111 ·111 ll' w •b 
'()llllll 'I ' ' .' ,'I 'Ill 
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1.0 PHP Triad 
1.1 Installation Guide 
l. Browse the CD and click on the PHPTriad set up to start the el up f 
PHPTri.ad into your PC. 
)( 
~ PHPT1lad Inst He1 
.::::.;:; :) 
DO NOT IGNORE THIS MESSAGE 
II you email Of post e QU!:'.ftion IMt 14 MJwetetJ in thi$ Ide, you mey veiy wett 
hear someone (potd;ily me) ta• you to RTFM. 
Welcome to PHPT~ 2.0. This is the core installer thllt in~eRtApache, PHP, 
MySCIL. Perl ond PHPM~n. Tney ere configured to work f1om your C: dtlvc 
end ere 1el up in e minimal conliguielion. None of li'wl PHP "wtentiona 1e 
activoted and there are no copiM of tho scupt bbr 1iet fClf P rf 01 PHP 
Thli oonfigtxatlon i$ witebl fOI t ing Md devclopmont on .:i loolll rMehine. II 
you intend to rutal PHPTriad on a live web ver, you need to know that vou 
wiU need to toke edd~ionol meoi1.11-cn to $COUIO oU rJ the componcnto 
Cancel I ti I I ll ___ _.ICN~~ 
Figure I. I lnstatling PHP Triad 
2. Follow all the instruction of installing PHP Triad. lick Next butt n 
3. After the set up proce s i complete, pen the f Ider named 'apa .he" in the 
directory where you install PHP riad. 
4. In the "apache" folder, open the f Ider named "m sql", next c nunue by 
open the f Ider named bin , Ii k n the '\t i11111 sqladmtn. •" ic n a' 
shown below: winmysqladmin.vce 
apache ~ my qi ~ bin ~ wlnm 'sqladmin. ~ ~ 
5. Then, it will pr mpt a wind w uam ·d WinM admin 1.0 and us •r i · 
required t 111cr th .. us ·r nnm • n. u •1· nud I) a, word 1t11 p 1, ·word r r th 
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Warning: The same username and password has to be appear in the 
$useroame and $password in file named "database.php0 In "shopping" 
folder. 
$username = user 
$password = password 
6. After configure the MySQL, user has to copy the folder named 
"shoppingcart" in the D into the folder named "htdocs" under the apache' 
folder. This folder includes all the PHP files and HTML files which is used in 
the system. 
Warning: The same folder name "shoppingcart" ha to be appear in the 
$docroot in file named "common.php". If you change the folder name, 
you also has to change the value assigned for Sdocroot a, well. 
7. Next, copy the folder named "db" in the int the folder named "data" 
under the "mysql" ti Ider in 'apache' f Ider. Thi db" f Ider contain th 
database data in my system. o, n w Pl IPTriad will create a databa e named 
"db" for you. 
1.2 Start Apache 
I. Start the Apache Web erver, N w run the erver by electin ' tart menu, 
Program, P PTriad. Repeat thi tep f r ev ry tim • before 011 want to 
br w e my y tern. 
tart Menu --• Pr 1ra111 · --• I HPTriad hut po he 
2. tart the databas ' ser r 
tart Menu--• 
In the iddrc ss fi sld 
Pl IP'l'ti Id-· 'lnrt 
f th' brow:· , 01 ·11 Iii· b 111 ... 
"hftp:// hHp_ho . .ti ctocrnot/ntc n lint• ' 
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a. For Customer Section (Front-End) 
Enter: http://1ocaJhost/shopping/main.php 
b. For Administration Section (Back- nd) 
Enter: http://1ocalbost/min/adminmain.htm (go to customer button at 
banner) 
TI1e default adm:in id and password is: admin & adrnin 
3. If you want to access to the database of the on1ine product catalogue & 
ordering system (OPCOS) open the PHPMyAdmin in your browser. 
Start Menu .., Programs .., PHPTriad .., PHPMyAdmin 
Select the database named "db" in the left menu of the PHPMyAdmin. It will 
display the tables available in the daraba e. You can brow e the content of the 
tables by clickin .. the hyperlink text 'Br w " n the c rre ponding tabl . 
4. If you want to check your database usernarne and pa word, you can open the 
WinMy Q admin 1.0, which appear at the tartup menu ('right conner 
bottom at the screen and it look like a traffic Ii ht"), right hand click and 
choose "show me". 
Under the 'my.int • ~111p" tab in WinMy adrnin 1.0, it will how the 
database server u ername and pa w rd. After that, click butt n named "Hid, 
me" under the' Envtronm ~111" tab. 
2.0 Hardware and oftware Requirement 
2.1 Hardwar R rquir im nt 
Th· hardv 1r r •quit ·111 'lit~ I nm thi11 s !ii in 111 •: 
t+- t lcasi l SI I '' in I I 1nl Ii. k. 
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-$- Network connection through existing network configurations or rn dem. 
-$- 256-color monitor capable ofresolution 800 X 600 pixels. 
2.2 Software Requirement 
$- Windows 95/98/2000/XP 
-$- Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 or above 
-$- Flash Player 5.0 
3.0 Online Product Catalogue And Ordering System 
(OPCOS) 
3.1 Introduction 
Basically, the Product atalogue and rdering y tern can be divided into 2 
sections: Customer Section (Front-end) and Administrator ection (Back-end). 
The customer section is de igned t. funcri n as an nlinc pr duct catalogue, 
which displays all the products available at the web page. ser can add the related 
products available into their hopping cart. The hopping cart y tem will keep track 
of users ordering informanon and enable u er to manipulate their orders. 
For the administrator ection, the y tem administrator are rranted t acce s 
the system to manipulate cu tomer pr file, rdcr re rds and u , re ti n fr rn 
customer. 
OP OS y tern i very ea y t u e and under 't d by an u ·er'. All tho 
function in the sy t m can be ea ily executed by a imple click n the link r butt n. 
This user manual provides the in tructi 11 011 howl us thi s ·t ·111. 
3.2 1~ ront-End ( us tom r) 
II '10111 r ' ·ti 11 i. n •ri ' of \i •b p I \' th It v ill llm 'llSIOlll 'I from 
brow. in • the c ntcnt f tho web sit • and 1111ki11 1 nl 1 1111 Hlf'h th o d ·1 i11 , , 
Hild "I dutin th ·it \,II IC Ill '. 
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3.2.1 Main Page For Customer Section 
STORY 0 
E·l:lOOK 
REH·RENGI: 
C'OMl'tn IJIS 
HARDWARE 
SOF1WARE' 
GAME-S 
CAATRIOGE 
nu IHONIC'R 
L.D PLAYERS 
CAMt'RA 
Shopping 1n Malayslt IS already a shopper's paradise but now we 
offer Malaysia an online 1l1opping service to hive your 
electronics.home a garden,computers,fumiture,toys a games 
host of other products deliver d tight to your door ttap. 
TOP TEN PRODUCTS r?i 
0,; 
ltrm riu111b1 r 1 
Adobe Type M nacer Deluxe '1.6 
(ATM) 
ATM Deluxe software lets you Oll!amte your 
PostScnpt® Type 1 and True1'ype fom5 to ruiJ 
the way you worlt. In 1ccond,, you can acbvate 
only the fonts or font sett you need and then 
de activate limn. 
D•l 11 
It• m N•irnb r 4 
Microsoft MS Plc:lurc LU 
Publishing I tinum 2002 
Microsoft Picnn al Publuhins Pla.lUlul'.n 2002 
pr ovidei greetm& cards &om commerttal llfllltt. 
nch pl\oto·edil)ng tools, 1111cl tl\01.11 th Cw ya 
to tn.iec OutltlU\dinQ Pont and web tOJCCU 
!2!L!! 
nqU11moo; 
BED 
WARDROVf 
corm: TADL r. 
IOY"; 
PAPER DOLL 
DOIL 
PUZlU: 
Jtr1111 NumL1 r 
M cromedl f'ontog,.aphcr 
1\wn your font fanranet ll'lto rtahlle1 
with Fonrosr-pher. the lodu111y. 
standard for or:il deSISll on the 
Macinto1b or Wrndow. you c 
modify your CXISIUlg fon11, add 
&acboDJ to your eJlJllnj typeU.ce 
0>1 ~ 
op 
ti 
Flgur. 3.1 Ma/11 P111: ' of th • i •b Pag ' 
Item 
Tabl« J. / It •111.v 111 Mlll11 l'aJ:i' 
I C-cuann 
1Vtl11! 
' . 
De t;ri11t1011 
I h · · mp 111 111m 111<1 (' 1111 \II I !JO. 
2 
4 
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5 Browse the category of product 
6 Top 10 Selling prod~ct- 
7 Customer log in 
8 New customer register 
9 Price range of the product 
3.2.1.1 Banner 
The banner of ES.shopping will show in all linking page. There are 6 buttons at 
the banner. 
Table 3.2 tu« Function <>/Button 
Button --~--~ ........... 
· HO.ME 
- 
NE':V l\URCHi\NT 
CUSTOMER SffiVICES 
- - . 
ABOUT US About company. 
CONTACT US 
in For the upplier wh S. hopping. 
rd and 
HELP 
How to contact . hopping 
Logout a member ( how after u er I gin 
3.2.l .2 Search Product 
lme 
F'lgun· J. Sc<tr(h ""' l1rmlm·t 
in· ll th· sid • I 1 le: H • rr h fo1 th ·ir d · ir ·d 
produ ·1s. th· pr d11 I 8 
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name in advance search to search for the products and then click on the 1 button, 
The search result will be shown at the right frame as below (Figure 3.3). 
Product------ 
l{ff;f 
MACROMEDIA FONTOGRAPHER ,,.,, 
Detail 
MEMOREX CO LABELMAKFR COMPACT 
Detail 
TOPICS ENTERTAINMENT MIA'S READING 
ADVENTURE 
Detail 
Figure 3.3 Search Result 
3.2.1.3 Simple cart 
Figure 3.4 Simple Cart 
TI1is will h w the number of item ha been relected i11t h ppin' cart. If 
user's ihoppin 1 cart i mpt or u. ~r haven I lo nn ii will how 0 item. When u rers 
want to view the h ppin r 'Hrt click bull II. Ir II. 'r \! uru to 
checkout, click Ct button. 
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3.2.1.4 Browse Product 
STORY .----t-i 
E-BOOK 
REFERENCE 
COMPUTERS 
HARDWARE 
SOFlWARE 
GAMES 
CARTRIDGE 
Figure 3. 5 Browse the category 
User can browse through the product by clicking the category at the ide bar. 
The product under that category will di play at the right frame a bel w Figure 3. ). 
T)r1 ul 
1.01 Oil ,., 
" onv 
Figure 3.6 Product muter category of ~·tory books 
3.2.1.5 Log in 
8 
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If user has been registered as a member, system will encourage user to I in 
so that they can enjoy and get more information of product. lick the to cnt r 
the log in page. 
3.2.1.6 Registration 
New To 
ES.Shopping? 
C II ck .thu::!l To 
Register 
Figure 3.8 Links To Registration Form 
ff users haven't register as a member, click . to enter the r gistration 
form. As a member, user can get more benefit from the c mpany. 
3.2.l. 7 Price Range 
R.MI0.00 To R.M::l0.00 
RM30.00 To R.M40.00 
RM70 00 To RMlOD .00 
Figure 3.9 Price Range 
Users can choose their price ran re ba ed n their bud et. 
3.2.2 Log i o Sy te m 
To sign In to your account. enter your usern me nd p ssword below 
and click the "Login" button 
Pleaselogtn 
/IW .--.,,-,",, _;;:;:;::=--(0 
f CD 
II rn11m11: 
I" ord: 
I 
llt~h r u 
I 'IJ:llT(! .I. I (J l OJI ,,, ,\JW(<'fll 
U
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Table 3.3 log in system 
Item Description 
1 Input a valid username 
2 Input a valid password 
The system will provide a login system for authorized member to hop 
online. Figure 3.10 illustrates the login panel for the member. User key in their 
username and password in the text box and click Login f. Authorized m mber of 
Online Product Catalogue & Ordering System can enter the user identification 
(username) and password to login into the system. rrors handling take place too. 
Failure to log in will prompt the error me sage to appear ( igure . I J . If u er f r 1et 
the password, click lost your password? to get the pas word. After user ha 
succes fully login, the top frame f the pa, will display the u er 1 nam . 
our a ! Pio Ml r p 8 WOrdl p WO 
OK 
ama: 
lfOrd: 
Luql11 I 
-~~--~~- 
~ jJ.f o.:l..,.wgccn 
Figure J.11 Error mC,\'Sll!.fe 111 log 111 syst tm 
3.2.3 Registra tion Form 
•i iure .12 itlu tratcs th' r •gistr tion f 11t1 Cb lh 11 
Will procc S llS 'f ' input dat in re ij '11 tti II llm ·ti 111 S 11,· r i11p11I V 11idutlo11 j · 
err r mes n '· b will tispl 1 • t 1 i11JcHm Iii Id 
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and invalid data field such as invalid email address and inconsistent entry fl r 
password (Figure 3.13). After they are successfully registered to the system, a 
successful message (Figure 3.14) would be displayed and they will take back I th 
login panel by dick on the hyperlink here . At the same time, user will r ceiv an 
email, which is confirmation of joining with ES. Shopping. 
User Real tr rion Form 
Uscrn11mo• 
Password* ,...1- (_D ..... _rn11t1 d1•n.c~11) 
Confirm PaBSWord r- /""'L4 {3)  l\lt> lJ rhora<l•tC) 
FullNamo• jwoJlin ~ 
..-----1 Age 18-24 
Gondor 
IC No" 
Pho no 
Cornp11ny Name 
Ema II 
l\ddro 
olhn@perdono um du my 10 
1.Jln Roi Udo 
City 
S11110 
P11$111I .ndo 
~'Ow~~~:--~-(i'.i'\ ~ I PULAU PINANG 9 
112300 G 
Subrn1tj~ 
Figure 3.12 Reglstratton Form 
Table 3.4 Registration form 
2 
Item -- ] 
t • fr m Ii. t I t • 
d 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
-.>Ubmtt 'Ill it 
I '. l'rl11tiun 
11 \! ilh r d , I .k lhi ·I 1111 11 ll , 11bmit th 
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• Reset J I Undo the all the data. 
CUSTOl\lER Sm.VICES ABOUT US C'ONT. 
FullName* lwe.ilin 
OK 
Age 
Gend• 
IC No' 
Invalid email address 
Phom 
Comp ~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 
Em a ii lwailin 
Figure 3.13 Error message tn regi.-.trt1tio11/orm 
Registration Completed Welcome to ES.SHOPPING! 
Wnte down your password and the inform, non elow or future refe, ence 
Your loginID : wailin. 
Your Alternate Email : wazlm@ 
Click here to continue 
Thank You For R gist .ring With Us You us mam , d a swor h iv r 11 • ·nd t 0111 rn ulbox 
Figure 3.14 Process Regtstratton uccessfut 
3.2.4 Product Description 
When user click the Detail the detail information ab ut the produ twill 
display. The detail de cripti n and di· unt pri · 
tar 1 ·r irna ', u ser Hn ·Ii · 
the pr du ·1, h • r •It • can Ii k le ius ·11 I It 11 du 'l int "' :lu pp 11! 
Al I. 
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It m Numbor: 13 
Product Nerne : H/\RRV POTT R & Tl IC 
SORC R-R'S S ONE 
Desclptlon: Format: I terdcovor: 320 oeccs. 
Publisher: Levine, Arthur A. Books 
(Q9/C1./J.. 9:;C) 
On cpc- M 90.00 
You Have saved 11 °/o 
St tr:, Ir rrr: , I i aor 
Figure 3. I 5 Product Description 
Figure 3. J 6 Zoom tll i praduct 
At >1"0<:.AnT 
I. 
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3.2.5 Customers Services 
Customers services include update the profile, change password, for )ct rh 
password, order status and give the suggestion or post the question . 
. Customer~ Services 
Update Customer Profile 
Change The Password 
Forget The Password 
Order Tracking 
Customer Suggestion 
Figure 3. 17 Customer Services 
3.2.5.1 Update Customer Profile 
Users can update their own profile. This part will enable authorized u er to 
edit his/her own personal profile as any han ze ccur, er must lo zin before they 
can update their profile. After user filled the customer updating form database will 
be updating the particular user information into the customer table by clicking 
Update I. 
/wail in 
Age /18-24 J 
Gender j Female ::J 
Phone j~0-37-7-27-1-54-6--------~----------------~ 
Company Name Jwai sdn bhd 
Email lwailin@pordana.um.adu.my 
Addr SS 
City 
Po t I Cod 
Upnat I 
1"i1:11r(• 1.1 S 'pdat« 'usuimer Proftt • 
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3.2.5.2 Change The Password 
Username: fwailin 
Password: J- 
New Password: I- G) 
Confirm New Password: f .,.,. · · · _Cl) ---1 
Change f 
C 0 2003 ES.sHOPPING Allu nsernd. 
Figure 3.19 Change tile Password 
Table 3.5 Change Tl1e Password 
Item Description 
I Input username 
2 Input old password 
3 Input new password with at least 8 characters. 
4 Input new password again 
Button -- Description T - ' Change After input the entire field, click this button to submit the form. 
3.2.S.3 Forget Password 
y tern will require u er t input u ername and identity card number. y tern 
will validate the input field. If the identity card numb r didn t mat h the u sernarne in 
database, sy tern will require u er to re >i t r c ' mernb r. ·ntl t Ii • 
pa sword to u er mailb x if'user succcss t ·11t·rth"l1u·i11fi rmuti 11. 
IS 
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Identity Number(ICNO) 
Get Password 
Figure 3.20 Forget Tiie Password 
Table 3.6 Forget The Password 
Item Description 
1 Input usemame 
2 Input identity card number 
3.2.5.4 Order Tracking 
User can check the informarion and tatu ab ut their rder y input their 
order ID and username. User can check the it m the order and talus of rder every 
time they online. If user forget the order I , he r h can gel the rder ID by 
clicking lost your order!D?. 
Us mama l\Zcllin 
S erch 
rlOr 
Ftgur ' J. I Ort/er Tm ·ki11g 
Tabl • J. 7 Ordt!r Tm •l\/11g 
ftcrn j l Input rder l Ill Jiii US 'I 11 Hll Ut•s -ripHon l ----- 
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3.2.5.5 Customer Suggestion 
Users can post their suggestion and question at here. Administrator will r ply 
them soon. 
We are looking to improve ES ahopping oil 1110 time and , s such we are never too proud lo hsten to 
what you have to say and net upon your ru88eetions 
Thanks for talang the trouble let us know what you thmk 
I tll II 
St orl r 
I 
I Tnplr: 
I 
l:>eu11"r f 'l'11pit r M .. IUKll 
rlin ~When can l get I May I know when cnn I set the irem the itcins after i checkout? 
f Lulu - Malc.e Order - f How can i make the order? 
J lyn D t-" f d .. Pleuc display more det ii about the ac e "" o pro ucrs product Thank. you I 
J . How to chango I How to change my dota1l If my ddre a 
aeruce my dctrul? have been hlU'l8 
......_ _ ._ --- - - 
r D t-0 
f 
2003- 
01-31 
f 
2003- 
01-31 
faoo3- I 01-31 
M 
Figure 3.22 Customer Suggestion 
3.2.6 Shopping Cart 
The hopping cart sy tern will keep track of user rdcrin 1 inf rmati n and 
enable users to manipulate their rder . crs are all wed t modify the rdcr 
information including addin 1 n •w item chan >in r item' quantity, rcmoviuu rdered 
items and updatin order quantit wh never the like. 
If the u ers want t rder m r of th' nm • it »n thut th h 1 pl 1 • ·d in tho 
cart, the c lll ju 't chnn 1 • the quunt it ind ·Ii ·k n 
butt n n th it 111. ll' 111 • i11p111 <1111 i11 th. 1 111111i1 " n Id 1. 1101 1111 
17 
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integer type, the system will prompt an alert box to inform the user for tho invalid 
entry. The system also will calculate the total value of the selected items. 
After completing the product selection, users may checkout t proceed 10 th 
finance system. Figure 3.24 illustrates the final stage of the Shopping art and 
Ordering System, which will display the total balance of the order. 
I F olloweng items ere in your c rt 
r-- 
Upd:;:-1 Remo:- S. . . Sub-total No. / 11em name Ouant11y Price(Each)(RM) (RM) 
KIM'S 
PAPER r Remove J 1 DOLL 35 00 35 00 Update COLOURING 
BOOf".'. 
~DOSE 
[TYPE n f Removo 
' 
2 MANAGER 230.00 230 00 Update DELUXE 4 6 
ATM) 
f Totalf 266.00 
checkout 
Figure 3.23 Shopping Cart 
,._ 1 .. ...;,n...;,nt purrhru th fullu,.1nq llNn 
~-"'--il..,......,,~=-..,----..i---Ou_n_n11"'-ty l rlr (I nth)(l1M) 
J 00 00 
:iu11 lnlnl(l1M) 
'30 00 oO 
.._ To..;.t ' 26b.OO 
Figure 3.24 Final 1111g t of the s sstem ".P tr iustom '' ·/,,• kout 
3.2. 7 About Us "onta ·t lJs nd I kip 
'Al 111 us' i · th infomutll 11 ib >111 Iii' · mp 111 • If 11. rs 1'1 • • th Ir >bl ·111 
with (rd uiu l r 'I HI cl ·t lil inf 11111ti II 'lit ' 1111 'I Ill • llllJ) Ill 1d111in i(llllOt 
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through email or phone. "Help" is the guide for new customers who first time visit 
the web page. It contents the information bow to place the order. 
~ ES. SHOPPING 
Do you sometimes fl!el that dJiogr are jut selliii8 too llllCb for you? You have to do the lhOJ>P1118. clelltll!1& trike the lad1 to 
1chool, buy tho ncceui11e1 for lhe house and also malce l!ll'e tb.u you amve to wort oo llnlt For you 24 boo.n is JUI! 100 1bon 
a day for you? Or maybe you lilce shoppmg bUI hart the crowd1, tho checkout counler'J 111d molt of all !he lrl!!icl 
We m a Web-bmd ret.Uer olftring a home dtivery •ervice for producu roch ar clectnc-1 produetJ, hou1c ware. toys and 
gamts etc. Jn fattwe have something for tYM'JOlll!. We alto otftt you the lletbJJJy of 1hoppaia Z4 holr1aday,1evcn dayr 1 
week without ever lea~ the comfort of your heme. Thereby le1Wl8 yoo lots oflirne to rperuh1dh your loved ones We 11e 
coomo!ly addina mono producu to our air1iii& ranac 10 cbtclc us out rt8)&ally. 
Since we are here to sem you it would be aood to lcnow what Old of productl you would bh 111 to dt!Ntr IO your doorsttJ) 
10 !hat we cao 1nlly autSt you and maybe play 11mall role IJI makuia ,our !di: a bltle easier 
Figure 3.25 About U~· 
AJ a user, you may have cetllm q.ie1tion1 or you may be faced wib certain problcw; in Nth a JUu.llloa. p!ecc 1eod ao tmal] 
to our support ~.SHOPPJNG. We 1hal be cf qwc.l: asm!lwe to you in the be:t pornble way. 
CoiUct oll" r~port it 
w ~ h?J1~otmtu1 ~·m 
Tel. (603) 77271546 
Fax: (603) 777271545 
Figure 3.26 Contact Us 
Placlll8 Your Fu-st Ordff 
F111dm,q ilc1111 
Adding T em1 To Your Shoprq Cart 
Proceed To Cbe:kout 
Enter A Sh<·PPUI& Catt 
Prol'ldc Mrthod Of P1ymcn1 
ReV1r111 And Suhmrt Y 011 Ordtr 
Tr r~ Your Ordff 
Placina Your First Order 
P1aring an order with ES Shopping~ euy Thtre'inon ed to cte#I! actollll lim You Will~ done that once you've 
placed your fll'1t item online (We camot cccpt orden bypbonr, fu or e·IMll AD ordert mwt be laced onhae) 
Figur · J ...... 7 II •Ip 
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3.3 Back-end (Store) 
The main user is administrator of company. After login as administrator, click 
the Cu.#qm~r t11,"' • button to maintain the customer record, transaction record and 
suggestion 
3.3.1 Customer Record 
Users can search, view and delete customer record. 
Customer Record 
Search Customer Record 
View All Customer Record 
Figure 3.28 Customer Record 
3.3.1.1 Search Customer Record 
The user can search or retrieved the customer detail dynamically. By enter the 
required search keyword - usemame, full name or identity card number of the 
d h k th Seo.rch I b ti ·11 I · · h customer an c re e utton, ie system WJ start earc ung mt t e 
customer table. (Figure3 .29) 
r- Seari:.:h I 
Search Customer Record 
I Userno.me J jlwailin 
Figure 3.29 earch ustomer 
If the keyw rd matche with th k w rd, \! hi h mer ·d b u · r in th tubl \ 
it will display the cu tomer detail. In th · .u ·t 111 r d tail p 1 • -, U1 
pti 11 t delete the ti '~I' re Ord r dil the OCtHil f' th ti 'll.'(t Ill I', unwhile, if 11} 
record found, the system will rcquir th· k · word I 
continue the sear hin } pro e . 
From edit pa 1 , us ·r an 
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Identity 
Nwnber 
Username Fullnarne Email Addr11u Edit 
wailin wailin 790509075478 wailin@perd;ma.um edu my 
Figure 3.30 Customer Detail 
Table 3. 7 Customer Detail 
Button Description 
[ edit Edit the customer profile 
I De.lo le Delete the customer profile 
PuUN 1nt,1 Jwo1nn 
P•••word p1111111 
A(J" 
Qond•r 
I No 
r:>ncn" 
omp•ny Nam fw,.,l 0<1., hhrt 
mail 
l\ddrooo 
hy 
St. te El 
Poatal Code fmoo 
Update I 
Figure 3.31 Edit ustomer Record 
3.3.J .2 View all customer Record 
Users can choose the type of sorting ace rdin ' t the u er need. 
Sort By: I Username -----~-- 
View Customer Record 
Flgur. • J.J:Z Sortl11g Custom tr Record 
y tern will 'nub! admini. trat. r t 1111111iput 11 • 111th dt. d us .rs • pr fil . It 
will display a Ii t of authoriz d m m ·r for th tore. dmi11i. tr uor · 111 d I ·1 th 
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user or view his/her profile by click on Delete or buttons on the 
corresponding user. 
From view customer detail, user can print the detail of customer by click on 
~ 
the ~ button. 
in·~. ll.!,.,.,, ~ 
Username wailin 
Password 11111111 
Fullname waiJin 
Age 18-24 
Gander Female 
Identity Number 790509075478 
Phone Nwnber 0377271546 
C9rnpany Name wai sdn bhd 
Email Address lwruhnf@perdana.um.edu.my 
Address 1.Jln RaJa Uda. 
Citv Bw 
State 
Postal Code 12300 
8 ck 
Figure 3.33 Detail Customer Record 
3.3.2 Transaction Record 
System will enable administrator to manipulate order' rec rd . er can 
search order record, view the transaction f th day, vi w new and check ut rd r 
and view best selling list. 
Tran action Record 
Search Order Record 
Vi w Tr ns cticn of The 0 y 
View All New Order 
V1 w All Ch kout Ord 1 
8 I St llm9 l1 I 
Fl1:11rt• J.J4 Transactinn H,•,·ortl 
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3.3.2.1 Search Order Record 
Users insert the order ID to search the order. The status order will display as 
figure 3.36. 
Search Order 
OrderID: 
Figure 3.35 Searck Ort/er 
OrdorID - 7 CV1ew !temt) 0 I to I 
lrU•o.ntomo Order Time 
!Status 
wrulm CView Det 1!) 
12003-02-05 
I 
Status D otall 
I 
1curn,m 
nta 
f 
Amount or n m 
Total Amount(inct11dfl 
siuppingj 
IRMB9.00 
!RM 102 00 
I 
Upd t 
R ok 
Figure 3.36 Ort/er Detail 
User can click on Updote update the detail f rder r click 11 
D I t I Dbew It m ~ e 8 a to delete the transacti n. T view the item' click 11 er can 
modify the quantity of item by click on Upd to bull n r r nnove th it m b 
click on Delete butt n. 
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ProductID Product Name • 
1 Price Total 
Update Dclol1> Quanbty (RM) (RM) 
ADOBE IDE 
l MANAGER 11 230 00 230001i , Oelftte . DELUXE4.6 ~te I  
(ATM) 
2 MACROMEDIA 11 0.00 0.00 1' Upd~te fl nnlete FONTOGR.APHEB. ,. 
Figure 3.3 7 Item In Order 
3.3.2.2 View Transaction of the day 
Users can search the transaction record for certain day according to the date 
of the transaction by click on button (Figure 3.38). The order in that day will 
display. If users wish to view the item click on the orderlD. 
View Transaction Of The Day 
Transaction Record For Day 
f53 I Februery 3 I 2003 J 
Figure 3.38 View Transoetion oftl1e day 
3.3.2.3 View All New Order 
All new order will di play. The y tern can Jet u er print ut the rep rt 
according to their need. 
<>rdrr[D lhrnum1r Stafl1£ Statu~ Drt llil ( • Olllllll'l\U l\11tn1111r 2 wa.i!Ut new now oad~a 89.00 3 W•U 1!.!?_W llC:W Oldlll 0 00 2 thon,Q ~w new order 0 00 7 Wallin new newoi:('.l_t1 89 00 
Ftgur 'J.39 New Order 
3.3.2.4 View All h eckout Ord sr 
All check ut rdcr will displu . ·1 he: ·1 nn 'Hll 1 ·t 11 ·r· print 111 th r•µ rt 
according to their need. 
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There are Z traJUaction in 
Order ID Uiem.lUtte Status ~tAtl)" 1)1>tAil ('nrm11N1t1 Att\lm111 4 thoru1 Checkout checkout order 2070.00 5 thotl8 Checkout checkeur order 1000,00 
Figure 3.40 Checkout Order 
3.3.2.5 Best Selling Product 
View best selling product according to the total quantity ordered by customer. 
4 
uanrity ProductID 
Platinum 2002 
15 
2 3 
20 4 
2 
Figure 3.41 Best Selling Product 
3.3.3 Suggestion 
l\11ae11stio11 Managllment ·-·-,..... - Dnt11 
S1 nd&r Topir M11nag1 R11ply D1l11Ct• Ente~ed - r-- - .. May I know 
WREN'CAN when can I r 2003-01-31 LIN I GET THE get the item R p11J Oolote ITEMS after I 
checkout? 
MAKE How can 1 r 2003-01-31 LULU ORDER make the R"p111 Oitl11l" 
order? 
Figure 3.42 Suggestio11/rom customer 
Users can click on Reply bun n t reply the que lion and 
to customer by e-mail. i mre .4 illu trate the reply rm to customer. lick n 
Send Meil I d th ·it . ·1·11 • ----- to sen e an wer t cu 'l mer 111a1 > [) 1 l bull II I 
ro delete the su r re tion. 
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Reply Customer Suggestion 
To Customer: , fwailin@perden ... um.edu,my 
From: feahopping@hotmaltcom 
Subject: fRe:How Can meke the order 
Messa,ge: :J 
Figure 3.43 Reply Form 
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Survey Form 
Questionnaire For Web Based Sales and Purchase 
· l. Do you agree that the Internet is a good communication tool in today's society? 
r Yes 
I No 
Give reasons (If necessary) 
2. Do you know what is online shopping? 
r Yes 
I No 
3. If yes ,have you ever bought products/ ervices from web ite? 
r Yes 
I No 
4. lf you haven't .do you plan to buy them in the future? 
I Yes 
I No 
5. What products do you prefer t buy fr m w b ite 
r lowers & gift r ars 
r oflware r I thing 
r Furnitu r L-..111 11 iinm 'Ill 
r 13 oks r omput irs 
r th 'IS I 
I T id tllll ' ' 
I T l{IJ 11 I 
r II· 1l1h r 13 •uul 
I h Ill'{., j It l.,:I\ 
r M. 11 'I 
r m. I ·quq 111 •111 
r 
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6. Information that you would like to be included in web page: 
I Own Site's Search Engine 
I Ability to view the different of images. 
r Print out the catalogue 
r Description of the product 
r Prices of product 
I Others. Please state 
7. Specialized information 
I Promotion of the product 
r inks to other beneficial sites 
I Ability Lo order product 
j Ability LO download catalogue 
8. List favourite and elaborate 
Sites: 
Why: 
If 
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9. If you prefer online shopping, 
Give Reasons omments 
r Convenience 
r 
Ability to view products - r Time Saving 
r 
Cost Saving 
r Other Reasons - 
I 0. If not, give reasons 
IH 
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